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uit·ion in,crease du~e·
tuition increase for undergraduate and College of
Education programs,
the fall semester, was an~n"''>n••rl by the University today.
rates will also show
Undergraduate tuition for
taking from 12 to 18 credit
will be$ i 200 a semester, up by
. The present $'100 general fee
remain the same.

This year's tuition increase cl~sely ·
matches· last year's increase when.
semester. costs· were also· raised by
$100. "This year's raises in fees have
been determined after careful consideration of energy and other cost.
increases· and inflat-ionary
pressures;" Beumer noted. :

Rev. Robert W. Mulligan, S.J.,
University President, pointed to increase costs in all apsects of living,
new laboratory equipment for
undergraduate programs .and imTuition for all Graduate School provements in McDonald library as
s wi.Jl increase by $4. some of the factors influencing new
school and ·hospital ad- rates; "Average tuition and fees at
inistration credit hour costs will in- most independent . universities in
~c~re;ase to $78 and those for educaOhio have been estimated at almost
on, MA and MS programsto$71.
$2900for the coming year. 'Xavier's
projected increases will still. keep its
A $3 increase for the College of · tuition costs among the lowest· of
inuing· Education·:will raise
large, privately supported univerhour costs to $66.
sities in Ohio.': he said, ; ' :·

"The increase is· modest, and
bably will not counter actual· indue .to cost of living and in" Irvin F. Beumer, ·Vice' Business-Finance imd
r,' said.

.By BARBARA BARRETT
N- Cop, Editor.

.· · "Ohio has the second largest death
io11 of any state -The
natty is very real f()r us," acll.l'.\:'u•utmx .• to Dr.- Bernard Gendreau,
· of the Philosophy Depart·For the past five weeks, the Cinmiti Committee tor Education on ·
Death Penalty in conjunction
Edgecliff College has sponsored
series of public forums reflecting
the death penalty dilemma as a
ous issue of public policy. Accor- .
to.· Elizabeth ·. Farians, Series
rector,"The series was planned to
this difficult social problem for
.. r:•llr,n:.) discussion by presenting the
and experience of several exand by making available :to us
·the study of several humanities on
the ~opic.~·
.
. Speakers for the forum include
·Xavier's Bernard Gendreau; Dr.
· Michael Endres, Professor of Corrections; and D~. Roger Fortin,
Professor of History.· "The Value
and Meaning of· a Life," was the
of Gendreau's March 14 iid- ·
on March 21 in the Yonder
Haar Terrace Room at 7:30 p.m.,
both Endres and Fortin will speak ..
res will serve as a resource perand -wil(answer questions con- .

Stall photo

This rogues gallery of Student Government presidential and vice-presidential candl~ates contains, from .left, Marty
Brennan, Mark Cardosi, Tom Bruning, Frank Bujold, Joan Geanuracos, and Dave Scaletta. See candidates views, page·
. .
.
·
·
· ·
6 - 7, and News endor1ement, page 7.

S.G.F .B. antici_pates $1 ~00 balanc_e

to help students and parents cope
with gradually increasing college
costs, increased sources of ·funding
will be available if) the fall, according
to Robert S. Sprague, Director of
Student A.id. Last ·year Xavier
students received an estimated $2.5
million in various types of student
assistance from . state, federal and
other sources.

A balance of approximately
$1000 will be le(t in Student
Government coffers at the close .of
· the present £?iamond administration .. This figure corresponds to an
unusual· $5000 balance left at the
dose of the -1976-77 O'Donoghue
ad m i n is t r a t i o n . T h i e.x c e s s,

cerning alternatives to capital.
punishment, and Fortin will con-·
elude .the series with· "The
Humanities a11d Captial Punish. ment: A Summary."·
"Jhepurpose of the talks," accorto Fortin, "is. to consider..what

we will be able to consider alter. natfves such as service to the vic~
timized family orcommunity. Such
. sentences would not only be more
productive, but could possibly
facilitate a more fruitful return to
society," Endres said.

By GREG GOOLSBY
Newa Alloclale Editor

s

according to Robert D. Gafovic, · Galovic said. IftheS.G. President can
S.G. treasurer, was due to the John . collect the outstanding payments
Dean· speech cancellation in the . from advertisers, this will be added
spring of 1977 and an unexpectedly to the current working bl,Jdget of
low overhead for Greek Week'77, $6900. H this amount. is not.
several smaller dances and S.G. collected, Gillovic's. $1000 end~of
sponsored activities duriqg the year blance prediction will be
O'Donoghue year.
accurate. If it is 'collected, the
Total s.G. funds to date, verified balance will increase accordingly.
by the March 10, 1978 computer · .S.G.'s constitution requires· at least
print-out,' shows a balance of · $ 6 00 remain from a previous
administration to. the · succeeding
$11.;487.1.5__.. ,Deducted .fr.~.m ...thi~ -one. in order:.to:insure.funds for the, ..
amount.wtll·bethe·costs·ofspeakers···
.- ·
· ·ks .o f sc h oo 1· m
· t.h e r,a II
.
.· · ·
" D . · ·- ·f'.trs· t .ew·wee
commtttee,
Stone
· S .G . f un d s are
· st:ll
..
· Blarney
,
, . · hays, when
t WI'th out
f11m committee s remammg t ree b ft f I D ~
films, mixers and the cost of day-toene 1 0 • • ~es .
day government business, thus leav- ·
The $5000 balance of 76-77 was
ing a working budget, to date, of carried over int~ the S.G. bu~get of
$6900.
· ·
1977-78, accordmg to GalovJc_, and
A deficit of $1575. on student will be used, in part, for the purchase
directory ads also must be figured,
S.G.F.B. to page 12

.Six business seminars scheduled
Xavier's Institute for Business.and become more effective in employee and physical·makeup.
Marge Reddington, director of
. .
Community Services will offer six placement.
Dr. Don Cosgrove, associate the Tmnsactional Analysis Institute
seminars for businesspersons . in
professor of psychology and in Dayton and teaching member of ·
April.
"Profitablity for Small management at Xavier, is the seminar the International Transactional
Analysis Association, will direct the
Businesses" will meet on April' I leader. Cost is $150.
"Critical Success Skills for the seminar. Cost is $170 .
from 8:30 a.m.-4 p.m.' This annual
workshop is held in conjunction with Professional Woman". will be held
The Institute for Business and
the Cincinnati Chamber of Com- April 12-14 from 8:30 a.m. - 4:30
merce, the University of Cincinnati, p.m. A seminar for women in Community Services offers about 40
the Small Business Administration, .managment, it will help develop the seminars on management and comthe Northern Kentucky Chamber of skills necessary for a successful munications skills for business adCommerce, and Northern Kentucky career.
ministrators and staff. Xa·vier
Dr. Adele Scheele, vice president awards continuing education units
Or. Bernard Gendreau, chairman of
University; It consists of speakers
the Phlloaophy Department. .
· . from the Great.er Cincinnati business of Social Engineering Technology in (CEUs) for completion of all IBCS
Los Angeles and a career specialist, seminars.
the humanities .. have to .S!lY about
community. Cost is $25·.
capital punishment. ·As the last
"Mini Computer in Business" will is the creator and conductor of this
IBC is a self-supporting branch of
speaker ofthe series~ I will present
be held Aprill0-12 from 4-9 p.m. It program. Cost is $285.
the College,of Business Administrathe case for the need not to discount
examines the cost and capabilities of
"Management of Stress" takes ti.on. The College's Master of
the . humanities in dealing with
the new breed .of small computer place Apr.il 24-25 from.8:30 a.in.-4 'Business Administration program is
capital punishment," Fortin said. ·systems.
p.m. Th.e theory of stress aQd its · among the. ten largest in the United
"The pmgram aims ai tapping as
Jack Niehaus, director of the relationship to disease. is examined States.
many. sources as are available, es- . Computer Center at ·xavier, and and includes a practical demonstraFor more· information, _contact
pecially those which ha~dle ~uman · Rick Bialac, senior systems analyst tion ofthecorrelation between an inexperience.". ·
.
. .
at Intemctive. Information Systems., . dividual's psychological, behavioral, IBCS.at 74'\-3394 .
wilf lead the· seminar. Cost is $185.·
"Because the huma.nitiesdealwith
the notion · of. pe'rson, life .and
'·'Developm!!nt of the First Line '
freedom, they should be taken into · Supervisor" t!lkes place April I H 3
account with the social sciences in . from 8:30a.m. -4 p.m. This seminar
appraising the validity of. the death
examines basicmanagement skills of
penalty; there is a philosophical con- · motivation, leadership, commuriicatext out of which these people both
tion, and problem· solving~
-Applications fot: the position of Editor-in-Chief of the Xavier News·
make and base'theirdecisions,"GenDr. Roman Schweikert, chairman
will be accepted until5 p.m, April 7, 1978. Those who wish to become
dreau said. Gendreau~s talk reviewed
of Xavier's ·education' depart.ment,
candidates for this position should secure a copy ofthe·"Guidelines for
Dr. William 'Daley, communications ·
the objectivistic, utilitarian and perthe Preparation of an Editorial Policy for. the X. U.. News" at the
consultant· and associate professor
sonalistic stances on capital punishInformation Desk in the University Center.. These Guidelines will· .,,
·
·
of education at .Xavier, and Min.
ment.
·
· ·.
assist the applicants in preparing an editorial policy Which· miist be .
As a· resource person Endres will
Basadur,- speciali~t in creative.
. submitted with a letter of application. The letter of application should
review bi)th present and future alterproblem solving 'techniques, direct.
specify the. candidate's. qualifications for the editorship.· The
natives to capital punishment. "At
the program. :cost i!r$190. .
application materials (t!!n copies) should be -returned to the
present, our choices are limited ..:_
"lnte..Viewing,. ·Counseling .·and · ·.Information Desk, addressed to the Programs and Publications
. either death or long te·rm inca~ce.raPerfonnance Appraisal" will meet
·. Committee;
.
.
· ·
·
·
tion, 'but once we distinguish
April 11"12 from 8;30 a.m.- 4·p.m.
· ·. Application interviews will be conducted by the Programs and
between those who murder for hire
Hiring practices are .explored to help
, ~ublicati.ons Committee .on April 13. 1978.
and those who· ki lied acciC:tentally, ·· supervisors· and·. personne I workers

WANTED: Edltor-in•Chlef
.xavier News,-1978-79
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By GREcrGoo~s~f _

By SUE GERMANNOr•ttlll Editor

The "Graffiti-Gallup-_Poll" has tried but is unable to come up with a
prediction for Stqdent Government elections. I do predict a close race,
howev_er, and one in whic~ every ·vote will count. Please take time to
reflect on the candidates and their platforms;' then_get out there af!d·. -·
vote: Voting is .from 8 a.m. to ·2. p.m., March IS O~at's today) and
March 16. You can vote in the lobbies of Alterand-the University
Cente-r. across from the'Grill, ·and in the do~m .lobbies. •· • · · .: ··

....

.

·•.

'. . .

.

The wee kendall Muskies have been longing for is finally upon us: If
you've never experienced St. Patrick's Day ·at Xavier believe me; it
really·is.the best day ofthe year. This year's celebration promises to be
even better.than.u'suat.: · ·
.
·. ·:
·· ·
·
.
Green carnations are currently on sale across from-the Grill and in ,
the Center Lqbby. The price is 75¢ ($ 1.00 wi~h delivery) and all proceeds.
go-to·Mu8cularDystrophy.
' ·
·
..
. Blarney Stone Days begin Thursday at 2 p.m. with the Marathon to
Dana's; If you care to run three blocks to( and from) a beer assemble at
the Kuhlman Crosswalk. At 2:30p.m. the Blarney Stone throw will bC
on the Brockman Court, followed by the obstacle course at the Sports .
Center. After all that foolishness the Irish will defeat the Germans in
the annual Tug-Of-War. That's at the Sports Center, too. Sign-ups will
be immediately before all events.
· J .
..
.
Friday .will bring entertainmentand.pure partying. ~t 2 p.ni., the.'
Caf will be turned into a nightclub. Featured will be the Kingston Trio
of The MTA fame. That's got to be a Muskie dream come true. Also
there'll be Green Beer, Old Irish Songs, and piano playing. Somehow
t~rough all the festivities, dinner will be 5eived. Commuters are-encouraged to join in; the only charge is $2.89 for dinm!r. Dormies need
.
·
only show their board _numbers.
The Emerald Ball, from 10:30 p.m. to I :30a.m., t(jp_s offthe'evening
on eampus. Be sure to.contribute to Muscular Dystrophy for afriend.
A king and queen will be chosen on the basis of the amount con~
tributed in their na.me. · ..
.
· · ·
Then it's tinie to hit the Dana trail! Also, it goes without saying that
McCarthy's is a hot spot on. St. Pat's Day.

••••••

Have you ever thought about being on the _Pied Piper Staff?
Applic~tions will be accepted after Easter break. Think about it, and if
you're int~rested, stop in the Campus Ministry Office, University
Ceriter.
·
··
··

••••••

The nex.t production at the Playhouse in the Park will be The House
of Bernardo Aiba. ThePiayhouse offers studeqts a chance to see the
production at a reduced rate and to participate in a follow-up discussion .with the director, if desire<f. Wednesday, March 22, at 2 p.m. is
your chance to see The Ho~e qf Bernardo Alba for only $2.50. Call the
Playhouse for more information:
.
/

.

*****

**• **

All seniors are required to make an appointment with the registrar
to check credits and apply for graduation by March 21. _·

••••*

Campus Ministry is sponsoring a_ Communications Weekend April
14- 16. Fr. Raphael Domzall, who gives communications workshops
all over the country, will conduct the weekend. Basic themes will be:
two 'person communications. values clarification, interpersonal
relationships, various levels of communication, self-knowledge, supportive measures for personal growth, and small group dynamics.
The weekend will be an opportunity to learn such things as active
listening, how to deal with misunderstandings and misinterpretations,
how to overcome differe11ces and clear .up expectations we put on one
another, and various approaches to decision making. Hopefully, from
all of this will come greater self-knowledge· and more fulfilling
relationships.
Registration forms are available-in the Campus Ministry Office. The
Weekend will be held at St. Edmund's in Glendale. The cost is $10 with
a $5 downpaymentdue by April 10. Don't miss-this opportunity!!

.

'

Jesuit ownership of the American
. : " N-'Aaioc._.Eclltor -..
... :i:.;_sit)'.·lt is· this cash gift ~hich ~eeps
colleges; · -·
The Jesuits. It's a name;which,fQr · Xavier in the'black each year. A g1ft
As the. monolith of the pre400 years, has evoked myriadimages· · o($170,000 was· made for 19?6-77 Vatican II Church crumbles, diversiof.valour, success,· trial and intrigue: -, and.a. commensurate amount as ex- ty rises to become the predominant
It also is a name a~socmted with one, 'JM:cted. at the ·close of this school · charac-teristic of the American
. of the most effective educational. year.-_,More. than two million has· Catholic Church. ·Jesuits have Ions
systems in history. : _ ·_. _ _·.
beeri given to .the s,c~o'blsin~e I ~8. been known fortheirdiver5ity oflifeA substa_ntaal gaft, the fmaqcaal styles -and service and so, it would
The. soldier. arm. of the Roman
_Cathoic church,. as the Society of contributron is ai~en freely to· the seem, should aj_pear.more desirable
Jesus ·has _been called; ·began .its University~ at the ~~pe~se .of all to theseriousstudent. While it is true
·.. educational journey in the 1Sth cen- other Jesuat ope~ted anstatutioqs. · that enrollment in Jesuit colleges is
·· . tury with the novel·idea of edUcating ·•
on the rjse, c()mriiitmcint on the part
·of. students' t() ·traditional· Jesuit
: .· tlle.:·nobility.·to--iruly.Christian-t ·
.:values iii d~li'nillg. This indicates a ·
. CatltolJc values:~-T,his.i,nstalladon of
.. virtue; coupled.~iih excellence in the
grave. pi'o~le~ a~d it. is to this situa·don· that ;Project I :also addresses
hulnanities, ··is die core of. Jesuit
~ducatiori in the)9709s; It jmplies a ·
· itself.
_·. · ·__ · • ·· · ·
··
commitment to the success available(
.. Rev· Felix Biestek, S.J. Rector of
.·. • to: students through the wisdom of
the Jesuit: _Coinnitinity at Xavier.
· · paij ; philosopherS and theolgians, · ·
said he feeW the diversity of th~
scientists · and. theoreticians,'
Church at large i_s good, but laments
·.. ·.hiStorians and._ poets. It is a commit·the _lois·- of ;effectiveness · of Jesuit
ment to·today andtheworld_ofthe
professors· _and chaplains on the
largest part of the student body. The
space ag~ as much as it was a com,mitnierit to the;age ofenlightenment.
feeling of.a- control loss seems to be
-The Jesuit cq~munity·at Xavier
high among Jesuits on· campus, but
great hopesfor Project I and a belief
can well be described as a house of
~etlgious. committed to the high
in the st~de11ts.
Xavier keep the
ideals of quality education, to. stucommuna~y actave aild commitment
its endeavors strong.
dent service and to the potential
·Xavier is -·the smallest Jesuit
·-greatness possessed by a specia)un~
. college in the Chicago Province but ·
.·iversity. The· 62 me1_11ber community
e.vidences care for the larger Universeems to have exceptional potential
sity. community through a vatiety of
for growth ·_and expansion. Many
Jesuits,:~{ other American provinces
Qtinistries. Ten Jesuit brothers, fully
o.ne-third of the Chicago Privince
. have: '~cpme· .to exercise· their
,. academic prowe~il in the conjenial
brothers, reside at Xavier and fo.r the
most aprt, perform the more manual'
atmosphere· .which Xavier offers.
labors necessary for the smooth runRev. John LaR~, Rev. Bill King,
ning. of S<:hott Hall. Bro. Jerome
Bro. ,Jerome Prior, · Rev. Francis
· lllhe Rector . Brennan, and Rev. Jo5ephAngilella
Pl-ior, S.J., Director ofthe Fine Arts Rev. Fellx.lileltek,
are an example of the fine, exprogram, is the only Jesuit brother . of lhe J•lilt Community et x_.VIer.
within the province to possess a
perienced professionals which the
Ph.D,, and one.of a small handful in
Jesuit commitment goes much University has attracted. ·
the . United States. Other Jesuit deeper than~ monetary gift-giving.
The keyto Xavier's success as an
.·priests teach, administrate and pro- Project I, a national program of the in~titution of higher Jesuit education
vide community-wide serVices for Jesuit provincial superiors designed most definitely ·. is . commitment.
Cincinnati. .
to explore ways for fuller service; Dedication ·· to. the _.excellence
Jesuit. contributions to the . Uni- -was begun two years ago. It is struc- · associated with·Jesuit education has.
i versityhavelongincludedafinancial
tured in phases ofdialogue andac- brought the University throughi47
contribution taken from the end-of-. tion to examine the rationale of successful years and will be the
year hl;llan~ of. the community. Jesuit education in the 20thcentqry. g~iding motivation for the future.
After an ex~~ses,jriCiuding a huge Society members deliberate various Withcorrimunity leaders like Biestek
insurance payinent; Xavier's Jesuits ways to increase Jesuit presence and the Jesuits· of Xavier have a vision
turn over the remaining funds which values in the students of the post-60's . which will make the goals of Project
t_!te priests and brothers have earned.. era; a job compounded bythelossof I a reality. ·

of

to

POUR HOUSE
3166 Madison Road- Oakley
The Pl4ce For Country Rock·

Thursday night~
Rodeo Romeo
Saturday .night__;_,
-Saddle ·Tram.ps
Friday night ~
Saddle Tramps·
Saturday night-Saddle Tramps
Sunday.night -·
. Good 'ol Rock n· Roll
.
. with ·Ooh-La-La and· -the Greasers

* ••• *

Have any clothes you never wear? Why not give them to the Campus
Min is try Clothing Drive? The clothing will be given to the St. Vincent
de Paul SoCiety for distribution to t-he poor. Boxes will be,placed ol)
each dorm wing and outside the Grill on March 14, i6, 20, and 22.

.

'

.

Are you a student with a handicap - either temporary or permanent'! The University's committee assigned to study the needs ofthe
handicapped and recommmend changes is in its self evaluation stage.
The committee was formed in the fall and has been studying current
federal regulations and the various ways to reduce and eliminate
barriers around and within buildings or at least how to make classes
and programs acessible. .- ·
To assure the best information as we· take a close look at our campus, we need input from those who understand our limitations first-hand. One step has been to include students with handicaps on our
committee. Now we need-tohear from others. We are requesting that
· any student with a handicap that creates special needs contact Mrs. Iris
. Keels at 745-3638, or Ms .. Peg Dillon at 745-3201. Weare asking you to
tell us the difficulties related to your handicap that you have en;.
countered while at Xavier.lfwritinga note would be more convenient,
send it to one of the above names at Xavier University, Cincinmiti,
Ohio 45207.

.

\

. · thttJti~h(mt the year to the Univer-

*****

The x .. ltr New• is the nrticialstudcni newspaper of
Xavier Univcuity. 'J'hc urticles. pictures, and. format
are I he responsibility of the editors and do not repre..
sent Ihe views of the adminislraton, faculty, and stu·

cdilo~ials reflect thC opinion of a majority of the
. Editorial Rnard and do nol ncce!risarily repre5ent the
,npininn of the srudcnt hndy. f:tcully,'or administration
~,r Xu\'icr llni\.-crsity.
The New• i• puhlishcd-wcckly during ihc sch_ool year
except during vacation nnd examinution periods hy
Xavier Univeosily. Cincinnuti. Ohio 45207. Subscriptions nrc SS.OO. per year. The Newv• \\:ts :n '!red us Sf.~
rnnd Class muller October 4, 1946.utth< l'ost OrticeoJf
Cincinnati, Ohio under the Act of March 3, 1879.
· .l.•:llers submitted to the New1 for publicalion ii'}IJal

nA/ways -Good Food"
cur_ry slgl)atu~e and a ress o writer. Editors·rcservc:
the right to condense or reject any letter. and limit fre- • Sporls Editor ....... : .... _... .. Ron E.. Harper
Sports Staff .... · · .... ·.•. Stephen Benjamin,
4UCnl writers.
·
Jim Donlin, Tim Grell, Bill Holohan, Jim Kahler,
Main offices. firstlluor. Unive.-ity Cenier Buiiding.
Pat Lindsay, Sean Madden, Tom Perrino, .Roger
News-editorial telephone: «513\ 745·3561; Advertising
A
•.
Rosenlhal
telephone: (5131 745·3431.
·
rls Edotor • · · · · · · • · • . . . . . . . • . . . Greg Barker
. Ed.itor·ln·Chlel ..••...•.. ' Alia G. Schoe~leld.
Managing Editor . • . . • . . Rocclna M. Stellatano Arts Stall • · · · · · · • · · ...•..... , . • Tom Fellens,
Julie Helmes, Molly Masset, -Mike MacNamara,
Moderalor .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. John R. Gelz
.
·
Chris Wooley
Business Manager . . . • . . . . . . . . • John Boswell P
Ed•lor · • · • · • • · · .· ••• : . .. _. "nne K. Abate
Associate Editors ...... :. . . . Frank X. Bujold, Ph~lo
10
h
Slall · · • • · · • • · · • • · · ....••Harold Webster
Margaret J. Connelly,_ Gregory 0. Goolsby
Mike Berger, Tom Caslele, Paul Conroy, Carol'
Copy Edilor ·................ :.. • Barb Barrell
Egner, Rob Helvaty, Sue Murray, Rohb Schr•der,

-

rcu a on anager .. .. • .. .
ary tleth a Y
Looney Tunes--:.~ ..; ... ,·.·.·.:'.:.. Paul Conroy.
Ray Dadamo, GeorgeS. Maley_
Layout Manager • • • . • • • . . • • • . . Glenn A. Feltz
Stall .... : ... ~ • .. . . . .. .. .. • Royce Anderson,
Jim Barlon, Meg Bohlen, Cindy Brlede, Amy
Cenlner, Susan Germann. Rob Helvaty, MaryI
Jerdon, Sue Keane, Mary Ann Kokenge, Karen
Kraft, ·Helen_ LaJeunesse, Mara· Looby. Mark_
Luebbers, Regina Morgan, Mary Beth Moser.
Marc Murphy, Mary Neenan, Melissa Sanderson.
Cindy Sokolowski, Jerry Sullivan, Don Tassone.
Michele Tocorzlc, Rita. Vllvena, Bob Wilking

-,frato,rity. embraces service. goal

1 .....

ticlpate in orie form or another, on at· fro~ their own activities. According
·least one of these committees.
·;- to member Tony Keels, '.'We just had
Service to XU and to. the group an open party at the DA V hall in
"We'll take anyone as long as
they're willing to work" is the itself is an integral ·part of the Clifton tbat: grossed $750.00 Pretty
·
recruiting policy that the Brewers ·Brewers. They 'are looking to be in- good fur just beginners."
When asked what makes a Brewer
have adopted. The XU fratority · volved - in drives, campaigns,
(comppsed of both men and women) programs and athletics at. xu; special the group consensus was that
is "asking for members who would Currently, the .Brewers hope to help they have a .genuine concern fot
be an asset to the group- those will- out with the' handicapped children others. "We don't care who you are,
· ing and able to participate, have a onSaturdaymorningsattheO'Con- orwhereyou'i'efrom,ifyouneedus,
we'd be glad to help."
sense of humor, and are willing 'to nor Center.
meet new . people," Brewer Dick
Mentioned above is the fact that'
.Are the Brewers being idealistic in
Roettker said. Brewer athletic coach · there are no fees in the Brewers. This their plans?. "N 0 , only .optimistic"
Tom "Cos" Perriono added with a . is simply because there is no need for was their reply. "We'd like to think
grin; "We need some athletes at least .it. The . group is self supporting that as an organized, recognized
7ft. ·tall for the basketball team!"
(although they are eligible for-funds fratority, our plans can really work.
There .. is 'no rush to gain from SABB) through money raised We'll see."
membership into the Brewers. There ••••••. •••••••••-~•iill•iillliil·liil·iil·;·
.
.
.
. .
.
. ..
siatf photo by An"* K. Abate is no fee, either: In order to be 1
1
Xavier's North Campus Parking Lot, where the vast m~torlty of etudentl park, accepted into the group, a prospec- I
'
.
·
· . .
·
1
will receive IIJCreaud lighting In the near future; · .. · ..
·.
.. ·'tiye member 'fills otit an application 11
form which can be obtained from 1
any group member. Then he/ 1 .
II
she. has .a six week. period to see I
whetherornothe/shewould.liketo I ·
~~t~~'/t.r;,
Do, 50
I
..., MARYL JERDON '.
remain. in the group. During this I
for
II
when all the snow ismelted.
\\~\\
.
..,. .._,.
I
N-lglfWrlllr
·Stadtmiller also said that there time, the prospective member goes I '
Otd•111
There will be an increase ·in will. be rio more poles put up iit the ' to weekly Brewer meetings, becomes
familiar with the other members of I
I
lighting in the Xavier student park- parking lot. Instead;:the lamps
I
ing lot. The exact date when the be .changed. This will·· increase .the the group a·nd· rticipates i_n all of I
lighting will be increa8e is uncertain. · lighting thirty per ~oi.. ·· · ·
the- group's a~tivities. After the. six I~
. _· . · . . · . 1
weeks are up, the ~triil.l" Brewer
Thomas Stadtmiller, Business
1
·Manager at Xavier, said: that. the
The cost to .increase the lighting decides whether he I she wants to re- .
1
main in the group and then becomes 1
1
work on. the lighting will be done will
. . be approximately
.
.
. . SIOOO;
. /"· . .·..·
a voting member of the club.
·I·
1
By MICHELLE TOCORZIC
New• Sglf Wrl .. r ·

Lot lighting to improve
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Cultural I:Jrogr~m 9~!8~ m~:::.-r..t;t!~sru.:r~:;; I
The.EnglishLanguage.Pr;~~mis numbe~fro~ p~~~~~-~:~r:·
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I

· SURVIV.o··R. a·LIZ.··z·A;-~--0-. ;7·s· . I
Iris $7.951.
TSHIRTS $5' 95
SWEAT. SH

the
-a· semester-length intensive series of
Students .. are referred jo .the ·team prove-d to be. more thana tem- ••.. - __ -.·
. .
. .
:
.·
. I.·
courses in English - composition;. program . by .. program alumni, •· poracy team; "itgrew into group Qf-:.
I
grammar, literature, vocabulary,. friends, Immigration, othe.r schools . friends mterested in meeting-new I
Includes
1 9
1
111
•
·1
· ·
· d Amencan
· · ·
· ·
·
•.
t•" •_.h_: _PP "
1
pronunctatton,
an
and umyersities.
Any student .may p. eo·ple," · the·· Brewers ···re/ported. 1 - •
Civilization - designed to prepare enroll as lo.ns-as he is at least 17, and .When. the· talk of fraternities and I
. · - ·
··
.' ·
·
.
foreign· students for enrollment at a highschool graduate. No previous sororities came up ai XU in the spr- I" ••••••••••••••• ~._:•••••• .; •• ••• .; •••••••• •.• ••••••• •
~ .1
1
· the .Unlversity. _level. ··The stu~entS· ·· knowledge of English is necessacy.
ing of 1977, (he Brewers thousht th~t
comefrom all over the -world-::_:_ Eu... .
Dr. Tom Coates is the director of ' a fraternity would be the best way to I NAM~
..
--~~-- - - - - - - - - - . .
.
•.
rope, Asia Minor, Africa, the Mid- the progf!lm, whicll: ..S..:under the meet people. The idea -of women in I
.
I
die East,. Latin· Amefica .. They·· are aeiris. of CCE_ and Dean. Helmes. I_n the group was a natural happening. I ADDHF 55 - - ···-. - · - - · - - - - ·
TELEPHONES: · I
preseritlytaking22hoursofEnglish additiontoCoates,thereare2other "Why not?''' Roettker··5aid. The 1urv____ ...... _________ __
·1·4.19·599·0560 . I
.per _week in the classroom: in addi- · teachers this semester.
.
result was not
fraternity, bpt ·a 1
(800) 537 3050 1
.tion,theyarerequiredtodooutside
Only Englisli is spoken in class, fratority.
.
•. STAll_,_ -·-------·-.-. lo''-.
OHIO (800)4-i2-0886 .•
reading, and have·daily homework .. and· frequentiy outside class ·the
The Brewers ·have their own I 511 • _______ ~----o•..JANTorv_,__
·. ·
(
·
·
1
in aimostalr'courses. '''I . . . , . .
students 'are 'forced to'' practice-in syStem of g'overnment"within 'the I
·'
. . .
I
.
. order ·to communicate with one grouJ). Moderated by xu Director I LRI lJIT LAHlJ NUMHI H PilON!
I
The program actually. start_ed .in a·no.tehr; thus, the Jordanians and of Admissions, Rene· Durand, Jr., 11 ·
·
September, 1976, with about 14 the IranianscanspeakwithJapimese . the, Brewers are comprised. of four I '·. .
•.
si udents · enrolled: This past· or· Rus5ians or Mexicans or Ttiai, committees: ·service, activities, ll xPIRA r ION uA Tl
0 MA~ r 1 11 1 , '""'.I · .:.
Send to: BLIZZARD 1
1
September~. the begim1ing 0 fc,mly .· . and the Egyptians iu'ld. Israeli sports and publicity. Acctrding to'
0 vo~l\
·
P.O. Box 1978 :
the seocndyear ~the program had representatives share common the Brewer constitution, all active I
L _
0 .,...;,, 1111 ·'N 1 ·•·111 ~~ ~A.POLEON, 0\HI_O 43545 1
27 . students •. aJI!lo~_:double the · problems; ·
members of the fraternity must par- I
. _
1

a

.••.......
1

a

us

It
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An invitation to CollegeS tudents
and High School Seniors:

1-------------------------..

There
is a- Maryknoll
.
.

l

~issioner
r~·ady

in Cincinnati
to· ~alk to y·ou
-938 Hatch· Mt. Adams
. 621-3666

·.abollt your career as

_a ·missioner overs.eas.

.... .. ... ....... ......

............ ~ ~ ~ ~
~
To Father Ja~a Huvane
.

-

.·

.

.

.

·From his experience in Ma~y~noll's Hong Kong
11.1issions, f:ather Huvane. is qualified to describe the
mission care:er; and to help you evaluate .your prosjlects for success and happiness in it:- Mail the
coupon to Father. Huvane, or telephone him to ·ararea.
range a career
interview in the
'
. . Cincinnati
.
..
~ .......... ~ ..•...•... ~~ .........•......... ~
I
.
. ·.
XUNY :

.....

•
Maryknoll Mlulonere
.104 Elm Ave. Wyoming, Clnclnnetl, Ohio 45215 • Phone (513) 761·5888

:

i

.
I

·PieaM. arrange en lniervi.W tor me to 'dllcuee

my career •• a ~a,Yknoller.
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-Start your .,St.· Patrick's Day
weeke~d- with reduc_ed prices ..
Today ~- all day. Come ·early
Friday ahead of the. crowd~
D·oors open at noon all
weekend. Stop up after the
par.a~e on .Sunday.

The Lady's Not For Burning- but the play gets $lnged
enough; I was in. the fourth row and
could barely here them. Also, they
Despite some technical difficulties seemed; with the exception of the
and inadequacies in the play text, the violinist, to be extremC?Iy· ill at ease.
The play basically centers around
Xavier Players managed to put on a
good production of Christopher Thomas Mendip (Matt Diehl), a
Fry's "The Lady's Not For Burning." young man with a desire.to be' hung,
The acting, on the whole, was ex- and Jennet Jourdemayne, a woman
accused of being a witch and thus
cellent. .
condemned to burn at the stake. The
play explores !_heir relationship and
their two different ways of viewing
. The set design was kept fairly sim- life.
.
· .
ple yet elaboration could be seen iri
Other characters who enter into
the tall windows and doors facing the action are Hebble. Tyson
middle and left and in the candle (Charles Bolton) and Edward
chandelier. There wasn't much fur- Tappercomm (Dr. William Larkin),
niture, but just enough to give the the · administrators of justice;
room a lived in quality. The set was Margaret Devise (Dorothy
very nicely structured and was one of Reynolds) and her two rivaling sons
the most carefully constructed and . Nicholas (Ke.vin Ryan) and
. realist_ic sets that I've ever seen. Humphrey(Terry Mciver); Richard,
designed for a Xavier play.
the servant (Michael Kohlman) .in
The musical trio (Chris Murphy- love with Alizon Eliot (Sarah
. guitar, John Vennemeyer - violin Kvapil); the Chaplian (Mike Hart)
and Paul Wessendarp - recorder) and Matthew Skipps (Otto Kvapii).
that appeared on stage one-half hour·· Three of these roles (Tyson,
prior to the start of the play was a Tappercomm and Skipps) were
nice touch and helped to place the assumed by members of the XU
audienceintheiSthcenturysetting. faculty and they did. a:finejob.
They were, ·however, not· loud Bolton and Larkin as the paired· up
By JULIE HILMES
NewaSiaHWrtllr

review

judges were ·~ecy entertaining and · to~ard Marsaret Devise(''God send terpretation of. Mendip's character,
compliment.ed each other well. · us goOd{talhvomeil .. !') ~nd the ac- his yelling. and excessive energy
Bolton did an excellent interpr~ta- companying gesture of the. slap on. throughout the· play were at times a
tion of the o'ld man who was weary of her rear were hilariously funny con- bit much .and . seriously ·detracted
listening to prisoner's reasoning and ·side ring her dignified social position. ·from his effectiveness. I've seen
declaratio~s of innocence (in Diehl's · Dorothy Reynolds as Margaret better performances from Diehl.
ca8e, guilt) and- of making judicial Devise did an excellent portr:ilyilhif
Cathy Kvapil w11s simply the best
decisions altogether.
··
.
the· mother at wit's end with 'her: ·possible choice for the role of Jennet.
Larkin, although a. bittoostiff, in- . children. Her enunciation and She did a trerriendoqs job in the
terprete.d the role of Edward Tapper- volume, however, were both inade~ revelation of Jennet's character and
comm, the man of emotionless . quate. She often spoke too quickly made the character very believable.
·The play itself was.slow movinB
rationality, wi_th a great deal of ac! and softly to be understood. ·
Kevin Ryan (Nicholas) and Terry and ·at times too talky. The inade. Mciver (Humphrey) were perfect · quacies ofFry'~ text led to boredom
choices for the competitive j)rothers. at severalparts.'~The Lady's Not For
Ryanwasespeciallyappealingasthe Burning"_ is .a challenging play
jealous brother who never _got the because its thick language, all in
women ·he wanted and Mciver verse, is. often too intense and
played the Don Juan, playboy role metaphoric to be easily grasped. I
with much style.
·
·
wouldn't say ~~e play was a good
Mike Hart provided the a!ldience choice for a Xavier production
with comedy in his portrayal of the because of its own drawbacks.
humble and otherworldly chaplain
Technically, .the production was
.
.
· ·whose most valuable possesSions lacking. I enjoyed the various sound
Otto Kvapil appcrared in only one . ·were his-Bible and his "mistress." (his effects (the·cricket$ and the rain) but
sc.ene, but succeeded in stealing~ the. violin which has little aptitude for . spoken lines were not very audible
show in the· 'short time. he was playing).
·
and were swallowed up on stage: The
onstage. As the drunken Matthew
Richard (Michael Kohlmann) and lighting was generally poor. The use
_Skipps, Kvapil never once eased out Alizon Eliot (Sarah Kvapil) gave oftoomuchlightconcentratedonan
ofhis
slurred
and nice performances as the unlikely entranceareaforacharacterwasun. The
lovers. While Richarddidagoodjob original and d~ll- as was most of
of showing his anguish because of his the lighting. There also wasn't
love, however, Kvapil was somewhat enough lighting variation. · ·
In summary, the Players' produc-.
disappointing and a bittoo subdued
as the high-born Alizon who accepts · tion of "The Lady's Not For Bura servant's proposal of love while she ning". has some excellent_ acting gois be~rothed to another (Humphrey ing for it but has both textual, and
Devise); Her perfonitance was still technical problems that hinder its
effective' to a degree despite her un- . total effectiveness. lt'san interesting
· deracting. ·
·play to' view but has .intermittent
The two major. characters periods of ~ragging dialogue that
(Thomas Mendip and Jenn~1 sometimes make it difficult to sit
Jourdeniayne) were portrayed by through. The .play runs again this
Matt Diehl and Cathy Kvapil.. coming weekend on the 16th, 17th
and _18th of March.

Glanmary .Miuloners

Room 54 · · ,, : Box 48404
Cincinnati, Ohio 45248
Name~~--~-------

Address._ _ _ _ __
City_ __
Zip
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One time special torX.U. students .
·
Ple~se present ad.

BUT It\~~. MA'f BE -~1-1 E 'C:L..Quo.s
Ar<E STA/.1'0/N~ .STILL." A-~D
\\/E'RE.· DRlFTI~U. ...

.·
ClR

i~e

CF t\\.)()'j,

Fr. _Ken, ·.. ·.· . ·. :
. 2104 St. Michael St.
Cincinnati,_.Ohio,45204
1~513-921 .. 1176 .. · . . .
. . AN.D WI+ EN.. IT RAtNS; owe,
RISE UP TO IV\!ET 11tE
REfRE51HWf- MOlS"tU~E.

CltRL!l, Yo 11 FEEL

ttEAD

ON. flt C..OOLJIJ~

Micha~l St./ Cinci~nati, Ohio 45204((513) 921~1176

' .We all know how to make love, but have. yotr·evin loved as a
, Christian? Would you like to love not one, but all manklnd?Are you bold
,enough to devote your Iif~ tO loving God's p~ores~ and mostrejected, as
a missionary? A Verona .Father?
·
· :··:~/ · · ; . ·. ·. · ' .: ,·.·
.

~t\\SID.~...!»P0/11!;r.
READING a SEYMOUR ROAD&
CINCINNATI, OHIO 45137
51:1.- 531-0031

The Ledy't Not For Burning ceat members ellempt to re1;lve third •ct conflict.
·The pi•Y run• through thl1 weekend, M•rch 11, 17 •nd 18, •t 8·p.m.ln the ·
.Unlverllly Theatre.
- ·· •

.

Lt/(£ PRIFTIN~

DOWN To THe
C.ORNER! ~ .

\ ·...

By GREG BARKER
· Arta a Enltrttllnment Ecltilr

Thla Friday, March 17,llt 2 p.m. In the cafeteria, Mulklea will Jig to the tunea of
the Klnga~on Trio, pictured above.
·

Inn ·features live ·band
By

J~RRY SlJLLIV AN
Newa 8181f Wrtler

"Cold Spring Harbor," a jazzrock band in the tradition of
Chicago, Blood, Sweat, and Tears,
and Tower of Power, is now being
featured every Friday night in the
Musketeer Inn.
The band, which consists of eight
. members, has a wide repertoire
because almost all its members double on at least one instrument. ·
Members of .the band are . Rick
"Norwood" Lucas (percussion,
vocals), Steve "Cumheadicus" Cum-mings (bass; trumpet, background
vocals), Gregg "Apple" Seiter (sax,
rhythm instruments, background
vocals), Keith "Teeth". Koerner
(trombone, . vocals), · John· ."You
- name it, I play it" Vennemeyer (bass,
violin, sax·,_ trumpet, flute, ·trombone, vocals), Pete "Rowe" Rig)Jtmire (trumpet, congas, background
vocals), and Bob "Bachmann" von
·
Luerte (guitar, vocals).
The music of CSH covers wide
spectrum, ranging from rock to jaz.z.
. to country. However, 'the band's
the~e of "music for·all occasions"

certainly fits as they offer much
softer music for such events as wedding receptions.
Perhaps the biggest advantage of
this new (five month old) band is the
fact that it offers a chance for dormies and commuters to get together
to listen to a live band for the
ridiculously low price of75e perp~r
son, rather than havipg ·to· shell out
up to $3.00 a head to hear a live band
over in Clifton.

revie.w.

.

fluence. Though the lyrics tend to be
repetitious and they rely too much
on Harry to carry them along, Bloridie does contain the talent to go
further and in the end puts across the
feeling of ~·run" rock.

rev1ew

1I~

fora_parkin~
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The ~ay Baker Agency
· Northwestern Mutual·
.
Call Bill Klingeman, 961-1820
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Looking fpr a part-time .job with .
. ._good income_, flexibl~ hour.s
.and real exper1ence an the
-_ -·. business worldl

I,§¥~
~

HASSAN MOTORS. INC~
3813 Monteometj Road
Cincinnati, Ohio 45212
531 5500

Monday, .April 3, heralds the
arrival of teen-throb Shaun Cassidy.
Tickets are now on sale for $5.50,
$6.50 and $7~50 for this concert at
the Coliseum.
Trying to follow Cassidy's act will
be John Denver on Saturday, April
8. Aiso at the Coliseum, reserved
tickets are now .on sale for $5.00,
$,7.50 and $10.00.

Take a drummer ·who's favorite
author is Truman .Capote, a
keyboardist who got his first kiss
behind an abandoned supermarket
in Brooklyn, add to that a guitarist
* * * -• *
who loves to wear black and top it all
For those who were beginnjng to
off with a female vocalist who sings t\link that groups deliberately leave
almost as good as she looks - and out Cincinnati when scheduling
what do you have? According to tours; take heed. The months of .
•
Chrysalis Records it's Bloridie- a March and.April are going to offer
hand with hardly any past, but some good off-campus possibilities.
· hopefully a big future. .
.
Jimmy Buffett comes to town
The people that match-up with the Wednesday, March 22, with Sanford
Future concerts also include Bob
above descriptions are, in order: Cle- & Townsend providing the opening Seeger at the Colisum on April 15,
ment Burke, James Destri, Chris act. Reserved tickets are $6.50 and Art C-'arfunkel and Jimmy Webb at
Stein and last, but certainly notleast $7.50. The show isat Music Hall and U.C. Fieldhouse on April 20, and·
where Blondie is concerned, Debbie starts at 8 p.m.
Gordon Lightfoot back at the
· Harry. Sherepreseritsthefocalpoint
Friday, March 24, finds Jackson Coliseum May 9.
of the group. Besides being good Browne along with special guest
One· final note, don't forget that
looking, she isalsoco-founderofthe Karla Bonoff at Riverfront the Kingston Trio will be appearing
band .along with Stein, and writes Coliseum. Tickets are on sale now at tomorrow afternoon at 2 p.m. in the
much of the group's material. .
$5.50, $6.50 and $7.50.
Cafeteria to get the St. Patrick's Day
With songs like "Sex Offender" · The same night Blue Oyster Cult celebration under way. Admission is
and "I Didn't Have The Nerve to Say and Be-Bop Deluxe are at Dayton's free and beers are 25e apiece. The
No" one might be hasty to label the Hara Arena. General Admission trio wll be appearing Friday and
group's style as , punk roc~. This tickets are $6.00 in advance and Saturday night at Maggie's Opera
_House.
·
would be a mistake, for their sound $7.00 day of the show.
is more along the lines of re-vamped · ;.;;.;;;_~...;_~~~1111,1~~-----ii.i.....- 1111111~-- --~
- early 60's music; Their tliird aibi.un;
..•,-.,..·~---··-u N_
A_
SEN.Plastic Letters, illustrates this in.-,
_

The band plays every Friday night
from 9to I ;'and when one combines
this ·with other on-campus
- happenings such as plays, movies, or
concerts, the era of the i~expensive · j7"~:--.-:----~--~~-i
date returns, without having to get I
into a car, drive somewhere, arid
.1~23
· :-~fight
space.

a

s11t sr;it fOt rouun.,AGI
MAll 01111 CAJAIOG
IISIAICH ASSISTANCE
11322 IDAHO AYI., 2Dt.f .
lOS ANGiliS, CA. 91025
477-1474
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Cincinnati, Ohio

"I got it at Gatsby's"

I.

I
. ,1
I,

·nobody

7----~-~~-~--~-·

asked·! ·

He was in his twenties.
So was she.
Both were Catholic, unmarried,
: prayerful, creative.
Both cared about people
and cared for them.
How _come he never thought
of the priesthood?
How come she never thought
of being a nun1
"No one ever .asked me:·
they said.
· Js this your story?
No one ever asked you?
·Well,· we're asking. -.

-Mail Coupon Todayl--------:-----~2-7
Ple•se send inform•tion on:
D Diocesan Priests D Religious Priests
D Nuns D Lay Ministries

D Brothers

Name _______________________________________

I
I
I

Address

City

State
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TheNews revi.ews the Student GoverQment exeeUtive~tiCkets .()· ;B~
of tenur~ every three to five years.
respected and bargained with in a Geanuraeos: 1 am. in favor of i~. the
Gmduate school. supports the Uf1· · By an intense, orga_nized lobbying
similar manner.
dergmduate school here at Xavier. . effort on the students' part, this elm
-Newa 818H Wrlle,.
Brennan: There is definitely a comThe more graduate students .we
.be done!
·
·"""'- . --<::
'bined role of leadership and
Candidate~ for Siudent Governhave the more. money Xavi~r Geaquraeos: One of our long range
representation in the· office. The
ment emphasize different issues and
revenues which should help keep . plans is to get student. on the
president is a leader and he also
approach university problems often
our tuition down. The facility will
tenure board. One advantage to
fias to represent the students that
very differently. As a result, Xavier
also benefit the undergraduate
being a younger, more experiencelected him ..However, I feel the
students usual~v lack a uniform
business students as well' as
ed ticket, is we will be around to
·president's role should be of a
foundation for evaluating those can·
leadership nature more than a
graduate students.
see this pushed through. Having a
didate.~.
.
..:0,-representative nature. There are Scaletta: I'm all for it. The Grad
In an attemjJtto remedy this situastudent on this board would be
sixteen members of Senate, all
tion, the News submitted a set of
school here at XU supports the.
beneficial to both faculty and
questions designed to highlight
elected to represent the student.
undergrad school . financially.
students because iutudent would
The president is also elected to.
specific campus issues to each ofthis.
Without it Xavier would go
be ari -uninhibited· member of the
..
..
represent the student body, but
year's presidential and vice·
bankrupt. That's how XU makes
board.Studentsaretheonlydirect
more importantly, he must lead
presidential candidates.
money: Anytime we can increase
evaluation ofa teacher's ability to
lAst week a·· new amendment
·the students. Senate does not do
the enrollment from 4,200 grads,
teach and therefore·should have a
this. Therefore, there are 16 · ··we should. This puts less of a
providing that SG president~a"i can·
say in who should receivetenure.
representatives and one represenfairly good job. Security may
didates be permitted to include from
burden on the undergrads. In Bujold/Brunlna: Ideally it would be
tative and leader combined. Conone to three vice-presideniial can·
be an issue however the best
other words, .less of a need for a · beneficial to the University if the
sequently, the leadership role
didates on their tickets was proposed
way . to improve security is to
tuition increase!
_
studentscouldsitontheRankand
should be ·the one stressed.
in the Student Senate. Theproposal
educate the students by· telling
Tenure Board. However, this is
Also, our MBA progmm is
failed, /0-6.
·them what precautions should be' BuJold/Brunlna: It seems to us that
presently ·mnked 8th nationally,
probably not feasible. What
the role of student government · with the new facility, we could go
The tickets of Mark Cardosi and
taken to steer clear of trouble.
would enable more arid better stupresident is one of leadership of
Marty Brennan, Dave Scaletta and Scaletta: If there is so much concern
up to the top five or less! That's
dent input in the selection of
the student government and stuover security at Xavier, why hasn't
Joan Geanuracos, and Frank Bujold
good for the Xavier reputatio1_1
tenured faculty and positions in
and Tom ··Bruning were presented
dent body. From this position Bujold/Brunlng: If funds .are obanyone said anything about it?
various departments would be a
he/she is able to direct the body of
with quesitons. By the established
XU has five security men working ·
milndatory student evaluation of
tamed and it would cost the stu. government in a way that benefits
deadline, only the tickets of Car·
full or part time. Gmnted, having
dent nothing to build or opemte
all professors in all courses. This
the University community as a
dosi/ Brennan and Bujold/ Bruning:
100 ofthe!ri would be great, but
the building I have nothing to obwould allow greater representawhole .. He/ she is also a represenresponded to the questionnaire
. this is neither· practical or finan- .
ject to. However the major
tion, a wider range of views and a
tative of the student body ·to the . problem institutions such as
provided them by the .News.
'dally fei\sible. ThC. only improveclearer voice in just how students
..
university administration . and
ment th'at can be made is on the
Geanuracos was more than 24
Xavier have with the construction
feel. These evaluations should be
faculty.
.
student awareness level. For exhours late and Scaletta more than 36
· of new buildings is not the initial
completed in the classroom and
hours late in submitting their
ample, l10t leaving doors propped SeaJetta: Anyone who can believe· . building funds but the operating
·they should be clear, concise and
responses to the News questioncosts. It is seldom that a conuniform across the University:
naire. Geanuracos offered no
tributor earmarks funds for
They should be used by·the rank
~xplanation .and Scaletta claimed
opemting cost. If it is possible to
and tenure board as studen~ input
the directions on the deadline were
se't up such a fund, and the
and a ·copy should be on file with
unclear.
· ·
students of Xavier are not burdenthe chairman of the board and in . f .... •...,.:;''.
Bujold and Bruning submitted
. ed with an additional high tuition
the office of studentgovernment.
one set of answers to the questions.
increase; we wholeheartedly en- Carc;losi: This is already part of our
They gave the following reasonsfor
dorse this building.
platform, and I most wholeheartthis action: "The Presidenticzl/ Vice-.
Cardosi: The proposed MBA
edly support such a move even if
Presidential ticket at Xavier has
building will be a most. practical
the. student was restricted to an
traditionaliy been a joint ticket. It
aesthetically pleasing addition to
advisory role. Faculty members
seems to us that if there is a uniform
the Xavier campus. My first hope
rarely, experience, or are aware of'
policy and attitudinal predisis that the building is not built with
their fellows' abilities. A student
position on the part of the in·
the lj.rchitectural defects that Alter
advocate on the tenure board
dividuals on the ticket ihere should .
would be able to represent the
Hall has. Secondly, but most imbe no reason to fl/1 out the questionportant, ·is the added· burden the
students' views· regarding a faculty
naire in duplicate." ·
·
building will put on already
member's teaching a·cumen.
NEWS: There is much concern
stmined parking facilities. I hojle
··Facultyon the other,hand;would
.about campus security. If elected,
this is bUt an oversight and will be .
be provided with constructive
what steps would you take to imremedied before construction
criticism aimed at strengthening
prove security at Xavier?
begins.
their professorial body.
Bujold/ Bruning: If elected, and even·
Brennan: The building is an ex- Brennan: We have proposed this in
if not elected, campus security
cellent idea, and a much· needed
our platfonri. There is an advan-,-....
doesn't fall under· the jurisdiction
addition to Xavier. Alter Hall is .
tage because the professors may
of student governmef1t. However
already overcrowded and there
be hit with constructive criticism
we feel that as represen~tives of
exists a shortage of classroom
by the students which should inthe student body we would lobby
-.J.. ..
space in the morning.hours; By
crease~is/herprofessionalability.
for increased visibility of the Marty Brennan, left, and Mark Cardoll, right.
this addition, the overcrowding in NEWS: - What ·would yoJ do io
members of campus security both
. open, rooms/windows unlocked,
. the president can. be one or ·tbe
Alter will be reduced. The
alleviate ihe~sptice-problem in the
. during the day and night. .We
or walking alone at night.
_
other. is a fool. No one can be an
. building also makes it possible to
dorms? Jn the parking lot?
--..
would also disseminate NEWS: Although student governeffective presideftt without being
expand our businc;ss program··· Bujolc;I/Brunlna: To alleviate space
·information on how security
ment faces certain limitations in
both. How can someone lead
because of the ·additional space.
problems in the dorm 1 would try
operates and their procedures and
'power, the office ofpresident has
without know_ing the wants and
Th!s building is certainly good for
. to make available to interested
.also how to get in touch with them
virtually unlimited potential.· Do
· needs of his· constituents?. How
the student body and Xavier as a·
students a list of alternative housin the event of an emergency.
you feel the president's potential
'can someone represe~t people
whole.
' .
ing accommodations~ However,
power has more a leadership or a
withou.t taking the leadership to ·NEWS: At present no student sits.on
ideally this should be compiled by
Brennan: Th~ problem w.ith security
representative nature?
do soinething_aboutit?· ,
.
the University tenure board. ~q.
the Housing· office. Parking is a
is especially a problem at night. Cardosi: There must be-a fusion 'of Geanuraeos: The pre.sident should
elected, would you propose that a
tremendous problem here at
There is a large area they ·have to
/
both leadership and representa. be both .a ~ea~er ailda represenstudent be placed on that board? If
Xayier, and it only promises to get
patrol and it is not being done eftion in a stude~_tt government
tativeofthe.Studentbody. He/she· so, what advantages·would there
worse. The' needs of the com·
ficiently. Two security guards
president, but he/ she shoufd; · represents ·the student-body but at . be to both faculty members and
muters have so far been overlook. :...
. ...
work in the evening and, I, like
above all, have the fortitude and·
the same·.tirne .must assume a
students?
.
_ .. ed ·and this. pr blem must be •
9
many other students, have seen
spirit to take a position an~ fight
le!ldership:role ih·order to make Scaletta: Next to the holding down . reconciled. This·will not be easy,
'them off-campus wheri they were
(or it. The president must be able
· decisions wtlich 'would benefit the·
f
··
··
to understand and thus represent
students. ;·Tttc~e <decisions are
o our .tuition, mnk and. te.n.ure
Large~sums ofmoney will have to
supposed to be working. I would
the students' needs. Yet coinciding
made ,with;~.~:Students ·. in -mind
re~re~ntation .is one of' our top
be sP,:rit to alleviate the conges-:
like to h,ave security report where
however,they,arebis/herdecisio~s .. pnontles. There.must be student. tion and ~confusion, and yet
with this, there must also exist a
they are and what they're doing
strong leadership ability that
\Vhich 'can_ .·be'. made· only ·~by:. . _input' on the a.·& T Board! The. . provide· a fair, adequate and safe
throughout the night.
._.._ .. .--someone wit~ both.leadership and
school as a •whole would benefit . place for both commuters and
Cardosi: The biggest- security . . enables him/ her to likewise make
other.s understand positions. . representative qUalities. . . . . _from SJJ~h a plicy. Thi~woUtd help . dormies_'to park. Simple solutions
problems at Xavier are in the
Strong and· effective leadership, NEWS: Whatisyourposition~n·lke
XU ..mamtai.n first rat~ faculty;
have ·~n .suggested but none
parking lot and genrally. all.
h
r
. I
.
.
.. One Idea I Wlllpursue is making it.
have been ~feasible. However as
around campus at nighttime.
18
despite t e po ley,
a ways
MBA building?
· mandatory to come up for revie.w ·
long: as cla5ses ~re held,. th~s_e
By MICHELLE TORCORZIC
and DON TASSONE

Already planned is increased
lighting in the North lot, but,"additionally it seems a security guard
should be in. the parking.lotduring
all classtime hours. Concerning
night security, ~tudents . s~ould
employ the bt1ddy .system when
trav.eling around campus after JO
p.m. Those students found to be
endangering themselves· by
violating such a ·system should be
dealt with by a student judiciary.
board' impanelled to over8ee such
cases.
G eanuracos: Considering the
· number !lf officers (S) we have on
the Xavier Securityfore~ they do a
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Bqjoltlf'Brtihing, Cardosi/BreDnan and Scalett8/ Gealnuracos
students· who commute. deserve
and pay for snow removal and
security patrols both of which
have been seriously deficient.
Cardosi: Although enrollment is ex. pci:ted to increase next year, the
extended outlook seems to indicate decreased enrollment. For
the sh()rt run the University could
buy one OJ: more ·of the buildings
making. up the Link Complex.
Simply stated the University needs
additional_ parking space. and a
multi-level garage would be more
than suitable. Money, of course, is
the limiting factor and financing
for such needs more extensive
consideration. ·For immediate
relief the· University sltould
attempt to extend, repave, and
repaint the prescmt lot perhaps ad.
ding 100 new spaces.
Brennan:. There. is a short-run space
problem with the dorms.
However, in the long run, projections indicate that enrollment will
decrease. Consequently, it would
not be monetarily feasible to build
there are
a new dorm. At
insufficient'

Presently we have three students
overworked after the first monih
on the Budget Review committee
in office, I'd consider the feasiblilwhose responsibility is to merely
ty of a second V.P. At the present,
review and recommend alterhowever, I see no such need for a
natives· and possibilities concer- · change.
.
ning certain· Xavier budgets. The _ Geanurac:o5: I feel there is no
most important contribution I can
problem with the structure of Stumake to Budget Review Board is
dent Government as it stands now.
to put three competent students
The problem is the the leadership
on the .board. .
thereof. If elected I would be the
Brennan: First, a student that knew a
main parliamentairan of Senate
great deal about Xavier and how it
and guarantee the structure can
runs would . be needed. He/ she
work. The structure is there, I
would have to know that a departwould work with it and make it
ment can function on. I would like
work efficiently as possible.
to see voting . students on· the Brennan: When elected, I intend to
Budget Board, however,. I feel
change the structure. The conthere would be a problem finding
stitution is worthless and there is
students that had enough to unno effective system of checks and
dertake such a job.
balliitces between committees and
Scaletta: For one thing, the XU · Senate. I have programs t~at
Budget Board is called the XU
should change these problems and
Budget Review Committee. This
am going to propose them when Joan Geanuracos, left,and Dave ScaleHa, right.
board examines, recommends and'
elected ..
through the elected-· student
ball program. To insure the· upsuggests certain amounts. 'of Car.d~i: This is something l intend
. grading and development of the
. representatives. The appointed
to spend the whole summer workmoney for Xavier's Budgeting of
men's team a definite commitBoard members should be above
funds. There are three students on
ing on. The constitution is a disment, both attitudinal and
pettiness and realizeasenseofstuaster, specifically its vagueness
that Board. I feel that the qimlity
·monetary, is imperative. A top~
dent unity, which binds us all.
of the people picked supercedes
and inability to deal with powers Geanlirac:os: I am satisfied with _the
notch basketball program .would
(e.g. judicial). Also there is no way
XU
that of
benefit the University community
structure now and will stand by
to ensure that student government
on a variety of levels.
any decision made. by the Finanofficers and appointees will serve
cial Board this year. I feel the most Scaletta: I believe the funds should
properly. Finally, the responsibili~
beawarded to' the sports that draw
important factor to having good
ty of a Student Senator is, at best,
Financial is to pick .competent . the most spectators, have the
rather vague. The president must
biggest number of XU students
people who you can work together
.
·
either directly or indirectly, that
with well.
make clear to the Senate at the
beginning of the year what he ex- Cardosi: The Financial Board has
can function without being . a ..
pects them to accomplish comfunctioned efficiently, but with litfinancial burden to the .University
plete ·with proposed programs .. · · , . tie regard to Student. Senate, the · and that can promote Xavier stuNEWS: If elected Vice~President,
primary' representative body of
dent unity. I do find it unfair that
how would you ensure greater
.the women's sports are not given
students:· In .some way, avoiding
·· organizat(onaniefftciencyat Stubureaucracy, the final say, over
fair treatment and I feel their·
dent Senate meetings? · . .
distribution and · allocation
budgets should be raised.
of funds, must come ba'ck to Geanuracos: I believe women's
Geanuracos: If elected, l'would ensure greater organizadon and efSenate. . The Financial Board .. sports deserve equal recognition,
ficiency a't Student Senate
however, they do not bring in
should continue as an advisory
meetings by abiding by the
and. planning committee, but not
revenue as ·do the men's sports,
· guidelines set up by our Constituwith immediate and ultimate
i.e., basketball. I feelthat women's
tion and Robert's' Rules for Order.
power over Student Government
sports should be allocated money .
I would also continue the Student
in a percentage ·level recognizing
funds.
Senate workshops at which these Scaletta: I am unaware of such
the number of participation and·
document.s . would.:.. be reviewed
questions. I am perfectly satisfied . spectators at a given sports event.
thereby·educating'the Senators as
with the·S.G.F.B. They've held up Cardo.si: Sports, as an · extra•TomBr~nng,left, a_nd Frank BuJold, right.,
..
curricular enrichment to a c_ollege
under a·lot of pressure and have
· to their rights and the rules and,
· campus. Additional facilities are
Control Committee· is the Board
done a great job. The only·
education should· be extended to
needed and the existing ones need
that formulates Xavier tuition . thus, ensuring greater organization and efficiency by Senators as
· change I'd like to see _is the addi- .- all on an equal basis. Sports is
policy not the Budget Review
to bC resurfaced and lined.
,:
well. · ·
tion of one ex-officio member
secondarily a money-maker, but
Geanulaeo5: I feel the space problem
committee. Therefore, to insure
to the Board, this member·being
there is no reason why bothmen
proper representation of students Scaletta: No response.·
in the dorms i_s due to poor planone of the senators.
·
and wome~ sports cannot comin financial matters, I will only Brennan: First of all, I would run the
ning and school policy not being
pete equally with each other,
meetings. The biggest problem NEWS: With the population ofunfollowed. (.personally am an expick the three. most qualified
dergraduate women at Xavier-approviding the University with ad. with Senate right now is the fact
students at Xavier.
ample .of an 1,1nderclassman receivthat they ··don't ·accomplish
ditional:iJlcome.
proaching 50 percent do you feel
irig·· a:::single ~cause of this. I Bujold/Bruning: This committee is
there should bf! an equalization of Brennan: There, is definitely a need
anything. All they do is have perwould;.do my:utmost to See that
oneofthemostimportantasfaras
funds allocated to men's and
for more funds to be allocated to
sonality fights and the winner goes
policy 'is followed next year by the
student representation is concernwomen's sports?
women's sports. Xavier has had a.
a little further into their ego trip.
ed. Voting representation o~ this
housing- director. The· parking lot.
good women's basketball team,
Presently, St_udent Senate doesn't BIQold/Brunina: There should be
is a different situation. At this time
committee . would mean that
equality in the disbursements of
however, because· of the lack of
represent the Student Body, it
students had· a voice in how much
·the University has nri' funds to
University monies earmarked for . funds, they have not-been able to
represents the Senators and what
revamp the parking lot in any way.
· of our money the University gets
they want. Effective and efficient
schedule more out of town teams.
athletics, regardless of sex. Any
from us and where they spend it.
The cheapest way I ~now of to try
evaluation on Senate is· needed.
I would firmly support any extraevent. or sport .which is able to
to get more space iri the lot is to
Students have proven their
generate additional funds should
curricular activity that can help an
responsibility in dealing with im-. Bujold/Brunina: The c~ation of the
section off one· part for. smaller
position of the legislative Vicebe allowed the use of those · individual's growth and sports is
po~nt University committees in
· cars and another for larger ones.
President could be beneficial in
monies. One glaring exception · certainly one whether it be men's
the past and a strong argument
This would entail painting new
• should be the men's team basketor women's.
must be advanced for their in- .. this goal. With this system one
lines in the lot. I feel most of the
.person could devote full time to
crease involvement in the,fuiure.
problems 'now are caused by poor
the smooth and efficient execution
parking by. the d~;ivers.
Cardosi: My_ first move would be to
-of tile·· legislative responsibility.
Sc:aletta•l've met· with Dave Tom on
discover whether or not students
Also strict adherence to· a
. .. .
.
would be willing to take the iesporithis t~pic before. He. stated ..that
previously formulated agenda and
there is really no space problem in · sibilities that' a member. of the
timetable wo·uJd . alleviate
Before the Ne,ws endorses a single responsiveness to student concerns.
the Dorms. There are several peo·
Budget Board has. If the answer is
..
problems
inherent·
in
the
system;
executive
ticket, it seems appropri- The News wo.uld make this
pie with singles who should have
affirmative I think we could con•
··'atetopresentageneralevaluationof assertion, even though these qualities .
.doubles.
vince the administration to allow Cardosi: No response. · ·
may not be completely clear in the
. There is also predicted to be a
: such, given. our intentions and NEWS: Recently · questions have all three. At least two observations above responses, A number of in tanbeen
raised
on
the
structure
of
the
·
are
immediately
apparent.
decline in college enrollment in the
qualifications.
.
First, a great maf1y of the . gible, yet very important consideraStudent' Government Financial
early 80's. It would be foolish to NEWS: Are you content with t_he
Board. Are you stitisifed with ihe responses printed. above read like tions h1,1ve also been weighed in the
. build a new donn,.under such cirstructure, of. student government
· pr(!sent structure? If not,' how . :University press releases. This is not decision.
cumstances.
as ii stands? Ifnot, how would you
Certainly, _as a commuter and
· necessarily wrong and can be quite·
· would you 'change it? - ·
Asfor the parking, if people parkgo about changing it?
·
through his work with the commuter
Brennan:
·I
am
satisifed
with
the
·
.
valid.
However,
the
extent
to
which·
ed properly, !~;Jot of the problem Bujold/Brennan: · No. With the
structure, however, I feel Student . this is evident above _is foreboding council, Cardosi has the most
dynamic nature o( the executive
would ·be solved. Also, if Iine_s
Senate should have more control and would seem to indicate a lack of · immediate access to the commuting
were painted properly, that would . branch it .is _critical that our time
_the budget than 'they do responsiveness to, or acquaintance population, a majority of the
.
over
·be utilized niost' effecCively. One
help. One ;thing I havefound out
student body. Yet his consistent
presently~
When elected;. I am go- with,. student concerns.
possibility would be to create a se.on this subject is. that XU bas
ing to. require that Financial
Second, the candidates exhibit election to Senate would indicate a
brought in private contractors to
·cond Vice-President. One of the
Board meet with Senate and great readiness to accept the· status strong base of support within both
inake recommendations to
vice-presidential role w'?uld bead~
decide
· monetary policies regar- quo. The responses paint a pretty the commuting and dorm. popula·alleviate this problem. Without. a
ministrative (councds, . COfl\·
ding the issuance of student funds. mediocre picture of all candidates. 'It tions. Cardosi-and Brennan are each
substantial tuition increase to immittees, boards,dayto day opera1 feel this will alleviate the dQ(:s not seem the .University could ·already respected and valuable
prove the parking, the orily
tion)~ The other role would be
problem and give Senate a more expect bold, innovative leadership · members of Senate. Last semester
economical possiblity is to fill in·
legislative. In . this. ro~e the inmeaningful role. .
· from· any ticke~. The candidates' Cardosi directed Senate elections
tricacies of the legislative branch
the ravine at the end of theN. Lot
Bujold/Brunina:
The
basic
structure
responses generally lack vitality and and Brennan developed and
and pave it. Such a move is being
could be handled by a qualified in·. of the Financial Board is sound. are, at best, sluggish indicators of organized the· student-teacher evalconsidered right now to take place
dividual versed in. the norma land
uations. The two of them would
However, it is imperative that this · genuine student. dissatisfaction .
. in three .to five years.·
·
not so normal business of chairing
In view of these two-observations, seem to 'exhibit the best ability,to
Board be responsive to ihe neec,ts
and leading the senate ..
NEWS: What would you do, if
and desires of the Student Body. · the News maintains its endorsement ·establish working rapport with.
elected, to increase'student voting Scaletta: At the beginning of the
This responsiveness could best be of 'the Cardosi/ Brennan ticket.· It Senate and with· administration and
:. repr.e~entation on the XU Budget· ·year we had a few problems, but
ensured through the appointment .-would be simplest to assert that this faculty. They ·also exhibit -.as
Board which formulates Xavier's
they:ve been taken care of and. I'~ .. of qualified and enlightened peo- ticket represents the le~st amount of indicated by their prompt responses
tuition policies?
verj satisfied with S.G. as It IS
pie who would sense and respond adherence to the status quo and the to News questions- a greater sense
Geanuracos: This board does not
now. The only changes I'd conto the student body as articualted greatest amount of vitality and ·or_ cooperation and responsibility.
formulate tuition policies~
sider is that if my V.P., Joan, is

a

·.Cardosi/Drennan endorsed
~

..... ,
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proteste~~· ,abot!ion, ER.-\,. ·~arter's
possibilities for. re-election, his
President Carter held a press performance rating~ in polls, and ·
conference on Friday, March 3;for national defense;. He· remarked as
college journalists. 200 stud~nts the session ended: "(don't believe .
from college . radio stations and I've met .with a~gr.oup in the last 13
newspapers from over 40 states moriths'that had sllc!ti.a wide raiige
participated in this on~the-record of questions, or questions·t!tat are
·briefing, including a representative · more profound in· their imporfrom the Xavier News. Carter tance.".
promised to hold 20 half-hour sessions
Also present at the briefing were
per year with members .of the non~ Walt Wurfel, Deputy Press
Washington news· media. One half- Secretary, Patricia Bario,' Associate
hour doesn't seem like much, until Press Secretary, Mary Frances
one considers :that the president's . Berry, Assistant .·· Secretary for
day is usually scheduled in five Education. Dave R u benstein,
1
minute increments.
·
·
Deputy Assistant to the. President
The topics covered in the. press for Domestic affairs and policy, Jill
·conference included federal .Schuker, Special Assistant to the
appointments, civil service reform, · Assistant Secretary. for Public
inflation, unemployment, tuition Affairs in the State ·Department.
tax credits, financial aid'for college These press officers gave a briefing
students,
on of Viet Nam war on such matters as domestic policy,

By PEG. CONNELLY
Ne. . Anoclate Editor

THE FOG IS·AT GATSBY'S.

and . the· . Panama . CanaL · before ··since ·I've been in· office when· an
C.arter's arri~al. .
.
.
appointment was made to ~ .. U.S.
. Immediately ·preceding· Carter attorney's position, or ·. a. district
. was Midge Costanza, Assistant. to judge, or a circuitjudge, other than
the· President 'for Public Liaison. strictly on the basis of merit.. ~That
The first woman to hold the title of was .my . commitment · to the
Assistant to the President, Costanza- American people, . and I have. not
is given much of the ·credit for violated it. There's nothing at all
persuading Carter to back the ERA. .about the Marston matter that
During the wait for Carter's arrival, . causes me any regret, except that too
· she stressed the accomplishments of much publicity has been brought ~o
the Carter administration, and .the it. There'.s nothing I see in retrospect
importance· of the office of Public · after careful examination of the
Liaison. Later; when trying to fill in issues, thilt any thing improper has
the time waiting for Carter's arrival been done. .
with jokes, she pointed out to Sam · On The Economy
Donaldson, an ABC reporter, and
. "I have complete confidence in G.
said, "He's one ofthe men I find so William .Miller. I think he's capable
.much difficulty with. I look at him of balancing the two basic factors
and I can not appreciate him (or his that I have to balance on a daily
i~tellectual level at all. I just think · basis: inflation on the o·ne hand, and
he's cute.''
the restoration ·()f job opport'unities
Carter arrived about five minutes on the other. This past year we've
late. His arrival was very low key- been highly successful in both areas;
he just popped in a side door, I've only been in office one year. I
announced simply as "The President inherited an unemployment rate of ·
of the United States;"
8.1 %. At the end of the year, the
Carter wore his usual dark grey unemployment rate was 6.3%, a
suit, blue shirt and simple tie .. He remarkable reduction . .At this same
,looked a little tired, but very much in time; for the last 6 months of 1977,
.. control· of- the situation·; All of-the ··the-inflation rate had dropped·to 4- ···
questions were answered with ease 4\--'2%. I had inherited an inflation
and politeness, but not much rate of close toW%~
·
humour. Here are Carter's remarks
concerning some of the major issues On Federal Aid to College Students
discussed:
I will not accept, to the limit of my
On Federal Appointments
ability as president, the tuition tax
."Ther_~·s never been an instance credit, which is.very expensive; and

.. "Cincy's only singing pub"

Thursday nights are X. U. nights

~·~'!
~/II

very

On Aboi'tion · .

.

I .think government should find
every possible. alternative to
abortion, I do not think abortion
.should be encouraged, by the
government under· any circumstances, and I think that government
payment· for abortion should be
limited to instances where the
woman's life is threatened, or when
the pregnancy is the result of rape or
incest. .
1- ·. believe · .that ·· to ·provide
government funding for abortion is,
in effect, a means ()f encouraging
abortion as an extension ofcontraceptive procedures. I think a good
education · program, the . making
available of contraceptive devices
for thosewho believe in their use, an,
encouragement of the facilities by
which . unwanted children can be
adopted, iS a much b.etter
alternative. I amjust personally and
politically opposed to anything that
" encourages ab·ortion when
reasonable alternatives. are

.

. WEDNESDA'e ·FRIDAY· SATURDAY

The newest effect in Disco. sight and. sound~
It you saw Saturday Night Fever, you saw ·
the effect. Now see the effect at' Gatsby;s.

not foc~sed well, and is really~ boon
to the
affluentf~milies..There's
a very well~focused prograinthat we
put forward;·to increase dirept grant
to students when they· conie ..from
lower and middle income faniilies,
plus authorize an increase in ioans to
students from. families with low,
middle, arid·a little bit higher level of
income; and work-study programs
for students. This would increase the
number.. of students eligible .·for
loans, grants and work study; from
about 3 million this year, to 5 million
when our program is put irito effect. .
The cost of this will be less ·than ~ ·
the co11t of the so-called tuition· tax
credits.
·
·

Traditional Irish Folk Music · ·

3S08 ERIE AVENUE- EAST HYDE PAR

availabl~.

· Carter closed the press conference
with words about the importance of
youth today, and their resp()nsibility
to see that government performs to
· the standards they set. ·
Cllrter to

Everyday is .St. Patricks Day at
· Old Irish. Pub
.Jack· Murray..
and
Gordon Thomas

proprietors

3225 Madison Road
Cincinnati, Ohio

5208

. Cincinnati, Ohio
871-9610

From Florida beaches
to Cincinnati pools,
let· Head- '78
shift yof! into passing.gear:.
A complete selection
·of swimwear
for everyone's needs
available at

...·START.YOURLIFETJME DUET
WITH A MATCHED .ENGAGEMENT ·
· ..AND WEDDING RING SET
. So long singleness. It's going to be the two
()f you together. So why shouldn't your rings
be as well matched as you. We'll show you
a dazzling variety· of matched engagement and
weddin~.~ing sets. And help you choose rings
exqu1s1tely made for each other. Like you .
were meant for each other.
DISCOUNT
TO ALL
XAVIER
STUDENTS

8004 Hasbrook Rd. - Cincinnati, Ohio 45236
. (513) 793-8900
Mon. 10-8 - Tue.-Fri. 10-6 - Sat. 10-5

••

•

SPECIAL

v. Carat Diamond ..... ; ...

195
'h Cara~ Diamond ......... 295
1 Carat Diamond ...... :. . 4~5

~f'f

STUDENT
CHARGE
ACCOUNTS
INVITED

605 Race Street
Cincinnati, Ohio

· tel: 621-0704
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Muskies·· .need support
By ROGER ROSENTHAL ·
Heft Spilrll Columnllt

Now· that women's basketball is
over, it's time to move on to
something else'.
· Next .on ·the Xavier sports
schedule is baseball. With their.
season opener just around the corner, the X.U. baseballers have been
practicing indoors at Schmidt
Fieldhouse.
The M uskies are led by Coach Bill
Wolfe; a·nd the team he assembles is
mostly ·toea! · talent. Coach Wolfe
doesn't have the luxury' to recruit
playe~s from all over the country.
Bas~etball' is the main sport on
campus, but baseball is trying to
make ·a move. However, baseball
here at X.U. has not been accepted
by the student body.
For s'ome unknown reason, the·
students don't back the team as they
should. This hurts the players. If you
don't. believe · me, go ask them
yourself.
Maybe this year will be different.
There may be 40 folks at the ball field
of 30. -

Support Our Advertisers

the field at home games, they would
like to see larger turnouts.
··
I feel they deserve a chance to be
supported by the student body.
Next Issue: A' close-up look at the
X.U. baseballen
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Happy St. Patricks Day
Green Beer and Good Cheer
Upstairs -.open 4:00 till
.

The Only All Xavier.Bar
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News

r~comm~nds· ~trong~r

and more efficient University

S~nate
,.

To be effective, Student Govern- traduced in Senate to allow forfrom
ment must be dynamic. It must con- one to three vice-presidents. Both
stantly be growing and d~veloping attempts met with failure .. Opinto a more responsive institution. If ponents claimed . that the
Student Government is to become a amendments were. poorly written,
more effective instrument of the stu- full of lo~pholes, would endanger
dent populace, it must reorganize its ·the possibility of remuneration for
structure and redefine its objectives. the student government. executives
. The president arid vice-president and were a last minute po!itical move
of Student Government are
overworked and underpaid. They
must atteQd a myriad of meetings
and deal with the unpredictable daily
crises inherent in such a position of
responsibility. The constitution
should be revised to allow for at least
two vice-presidents.
The dual vice-presidential system
would greatly facilitate the efficiency on behalf of one of the presideniial
•of the executive branch. 'It would al- tickets. Proponents claimed that the.
low for the vice-presidents to special.. amendments were defeated for
ize in specific .areas of government. . ·political reasons. They felt that the
This would require the passage of a amendments' revisions eliminated
constitutional amendment before the loopholes, and that.the opposithe elections.
·
tion kept. the amendments from at-.
Two amendments were in- taining the needed .two-thirds vote-

(~irlon

because they were afraid of the ad· vantage it would give to one of the
. proponents in the. upcoming elections. ·
·
Rev. Robert W. Mulligan, S.J.,
President of the University, said he
doesn't feel Xr.vier should pay Stu-·
· .den_t .Body officials. Therefore,Jhe
addition of another vice-president
will not affect this issue. The majori. ty of\he senate seems in favor of the
general concept. Only petty
diff~rences and rivalries keep itfrom ·
·
being pa~sed.
Most importantly, Student
Government must articulate, at least
among themse'lves, bpth short and
long term goals. The search for these
goals has initiated _some debate in·
senate of late; however, little of substance has resulted.
On a short-teim day-to-day level, ·
Student Government . delegates
should organize activities and services as well as provide a source of
funds and a mouthpiece for student

feelings.As a long-term goal, Student
Government should work to _attain
equal input on decisions of University policy.
.
·
· The structure for such input
already exists in the form of the Un. iversity Senate. The · University
Senate now meets only occasionally
for the purpose of advising the Un-iversity President; . If . it were
revamped to a tripartite government
consisting of an· equal number of
students, faculty and administrators,
it could become an effective gove·rning body for the university. This
type of student, faculty and administrative government is a
holdover from the demands for
equality voiced by the students of the
60s, Such a University Senate exists
today in varying forms in colleges
and 'universities around the country.
This 'form of "University Government~ would radically alter the preserif · ·administrative
structure at
·:.,·

-----------...;.;-.....;,_-Le··tte· ____.-....,____
,~;.,.

, .J

".

,I,

Xavier. This concept would place the
University Vice-Presidents under the
University President, who would be
· urider the~ University Senate, which
would be under · the ·Board of
Trustees.
·
Mulligan said he 5aw no need for ·
reorganization of· the University
Senate. He pointed to the fact that
the Board of Trustees has usually
gone along with the University
Senate's·reconimendations. But,
"recommendations" from a group
that meets ve,Y infrequently are not
the same as "decisions" · from ·a
regularly meeting governing body.
If this or any other form of goal
oriet&ted Student Government is to
become a reality at Xavier; we must
have. intelligent, bold and assertive
student lea"ership over a period of
years. This all-important element of
quality. student leadership ' will
happen only' if the· student. body·
votes wisely, and the candidates act
responsively.

___.....__ _

___.-,~-·,,.:
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aluqmi,graduateand undergraduatl: . ting myself through school, I hate and the Book Store. ·
gang . of white guys dressed.: as
student~; however, the fourth is used
shelling out over $100 per semester
Like anything new, there will be Klansmen; I .have seen signs
solely to serve ,:Xavie~ undergrads." · .for books. What I hate even· more is . problems thatwill have to _be worked promoti~g..:_the "Rape Anita B~ck
We suggest that the first three courts being told that the· Book Store will out and specific policies made. Btit . Fund," a response to an article she
be open solely to STUDENTS and: buy. them back a mere 120·days later asiwritethisletterlcan't'stopthink- had written _llbout Muskie men all
the fourth for the alumni; graduates, for o·nty $30. To my disappointment ing of SIS per semester for books! considered fimny. Well, I don't think
and others. ·
'
I have unexpectedly started my own Even if it were to cost $20 it would be they were funny, and the people they·
To the Editor:
To reiterate the principal purpose.. persopal library ..
a great bargain! In a time when happened to didn't think so, either;.
In response to Don Tassone's arti- of the O'Connor Center is to fulfill
As ari undergraduate I attended education costs are skyr~ketirig,
Your column, while admittedly
cle concerning the growing interest the needs of the STUDENTS and
the University ·of ·Wisconsin La- here is a program that can save humorous, gained that humor at the
in Racquetball here at Xavier, we not oftheir "country club"mem~r~;
Crosse. Herewepaid$1Seachsemes- · students hundreds pf dollars. It is expense of some ·rather nice people.
would like to say that we are in full.
ter for book rental. If you were taking abouttiine Xavier takes a closer look · 'fhey had a right to be upset.
agreement with the facts he
Victoria M. Greiner nine credits or eighteen credits you at a text _book rental system,
presented regarding this. We feel
Thomas M. Behm stm paid oiily Sl Sfor book rentat
'I'
uJidersttind your po'int' of
that this interest will quickly dissolve
Michael M, Bresnen
In this letter l would like to ex-·
David Amidei view, though; you didn't set. out to be
unless 8oinething immediately· -is
Michele Anter· ·· pi!lin an alternative to the text book
malicious. However, your treatment
done to make it easier for the
Gregory Frye -problems. I am not suggesting that
of Jonathan Green was unwarSTUDENTS of THIS SCHOOL to
John P. Prcela Xavier completely adopt this type of
ranted. He did not deserve the
have a place to play. To play here ls
James Downey program. I aril suggesting that the
kind ofreply you condescended to
like tl)'ing to reserve an audience
James P. Pierron . BookStore, the stud.ent government
write. His letter made some valid
with the Po~. The sports complex .
and the administration take a closer To the Editor:
points, and you should have;.
was built to satisfy· the needs of the
look. at the book rental system. The
I wotitd like to ·address myself to answered those; there was no need
STU DENTS, not the wife oft he best
Lacrosse rental program has been in George Maty· and Ray Dademo to belittle him. Once again, you are
friend of a third cousin of the
operation for many years and has about their letter last week~
wringing humor out by· mocking
graduating cbiss of'48!This is the·
proven very SUccessful. It has saved
I wonder if ttie two of you realize someone else, and that is unworthy
typical person that you would see_
students hundreds of thousands of how much pain can.be caused in the of the two of you.
·
playing racquetball. Mr. Tassone's
dollars in its past history. It has also . name of "humor." To my mind,
For the most part, I enjoy· your
article stated that, "Three of the To the Editor:
.
saved students'the time and effort.of . there has been much too much in the columns; they are funny. But don't
courts are open for XU faculty,_staff,
As a full time MBA student put- ·.tracking down other sfildents who past few years. I have seen a student put the jo~e across at the expense of
, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . . . . . . had the same course arid book the get mud poured in his gas tank; I the people.
previous semester.
'
have seen a black girl terrorized by a
Maureen ·cherry
The book 'rental system at
LaCrosse is a part of the bookstore
All of us have known someone wondered what it would be like to
receiving no outside financiaf supwe felt was special. A young man take a normal breath. There was
port. The book rental system could
1- felt. this way about died last no self pity in the way he said this.work at any size·school, not just at
week. His name was Marty The simplicity of his statement hit
large or medium size schools. The
Shiddenhelm. Last year ·he me very hard.
$IS fee is the resultofa formula that'
graduated from Xavier - SumIt would have been quite easy
, included such varU!,bles as overhead,
_ma Cum Laude.
aitd understandable for· him to
· purchase of new books, maintenance
Martin had Cystic Fibrosis, a have allowed .his condition t~
of· current inventory; number of.
disease which affects the lungs.- cripple him; he nevj;!r did .. He
students, n·umber of books for any
The elemental)' act of breathing, accepted the fact that his life ·
one class, and average book cost.
which all of us take so much for . would be . daily treatments,
The average life in the·uwL rental
granted, was a life long ,struggle medications and frequent trips to
is three years. Some books .
system
for Martin. ·
the doctor and the hospital.
. lasting as •tong as five years and .
I never knew Martin to feel
There was. much to admire
others as short as ·a year. Some exparticularly sorJY'for himself. He about Martin. He was·
'amples
of books lasting five years
once remarked casually that he courageous, witty, and was bless~ight include philosophy, history
ed with an unending spirit of enand basic math and science courses.
durance. I especially apprecia~ed
Some examples of books lasting
his sense of humor. On Monday
only . a year would be advanced
mornings .Martin would doublescience, . and computer . science
. up laughing at retelling what he
·.· . . · · ~ ·.
books. ·
··had .seen on "Saturday Nite
In many of my classes I had two or
Live."·
·
three books thatwere used. In one
He was a credit no.t only to
World HistoJY. class I ·had as many as
himself and his parents,- but io all
fifteen books available to me. If I
of us:- to that wonderful sp_irit of
wanted to purchase any book, that
specialness all of us should feel
option was also open. It is okay for
about ourselves. Martin did as
students to outline or highlite books
much formeasiever.didforhim ..
in any 'Nay they see fit. If they lose or·
My sorrow is not for Marty excessively damage the . books they
he's somew)lere daricing and
are responsible for them.
breathing his little. heart out. My
The book rental system must be
sorrow is for myself - I .loved
. flexible to work with instructors not
him dearly and Lshall miss him· · against them. The usc of text books ·
terribly.
and the number oftimes a professor
Is nothing like an election to bring out the worst In people so Inspector
changes books in ·any given course There
Detector has disguised himself as a ballot box. The Inspector hopes that this
Ann T. Brown; R.N.
·must be inade inadvance iii coopera- . el~ctlon will not fall victim to the politics of the smoke filled room. Inspector Is
McGrath' Health Center ·
tion with the individual department · sure Someone will emerge victorious. · . ' . ·
· ·, · ·
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The Great American· Pastime
·\"

· My roommate and I stayed up late .be~ame as exciting as:; scanning the gentlemen. This is··. Marty Bren- know what a 'Yinning season means .·. · play baseball.
. last nighfdiseussing. the upcoming obituary colu_mn;The mana~r took • naman alQng with Joe Nuxhalt to this city - NOTHING;. We all
·Vicki &nch was.at fault. ·
baseball season. There really wasn't his own life by jumping from a hotel · Welcome to opening day of Cincin- know what a pennant means to this
8. Pete Rose really doesn't need
much to talk about because he's a window. Some people 5aid he was nati Reds baseball. There was an ex,. ·city- NOTHING. Butwe'aUkriow · · .·a relay man to throw to first.
Reds fan; You just can'ttalk baseball pushed by irate ,. season ticket · tended cheer- from the huge crowd. what a world cham-pionship nieans
9. Tom Seaver is · not Pat
toaRedsfali,you.havetotalkReds. holders.The'teamtookaroadtrip Bre.nnaman continued when the 'to this city ... " He didn't have to
Boone's brother.
"Weill think with Seaver on the·· and the fans voted not to allow them crowd calmed down~ "Before· we · finish, 56,000 . voices chanted, .. 10. The Cincinnati Reds never
'mound~ there's no problem with bacl( into the' .stadium. I found . start thiS 1978 season, we shall offer "EVERYTHING!'; .
.
lose.
another world championship," he myself siitins in a box seat ori the this yc:iung man as sacrifice to the· · "For all of you who might be con. confidently stat~d.-"1 don't know," I · third baseline. I was watching the in- __gods.of baseball. Yes,.good people, cerned about the purity of this boy,"
There was a moment.ofsilence as,·.
questil)ned, "the Yanks are SQing to
Brennaman counseled. the crowd, . all contemplated these words. Many ..
have to~ dealt· with." ..Yanks, are
"he's a virgin ... " I couldn'thelp but we~ openly·weeping, -most stood- .
. you ki~ding? Hunter•s·. a·· rag ari:n, ·
blush until I heard ·him c01nplete his with heads bowed~ The band struck· .
· sentence; ·" .. ;He- knows• -nothing up the national anthem; Bob Braun"·· .
and Jackson's head·issobig he won't
be able.to get out oft he way of inside
about baseball, h~'s • Cleveland In-' led the crowd in off-key song. The ·
. fastbails;~ Like most Reds' fans he
diansfan."ThecrowdlaugtiedatmY ·.team hustled out on the-field to the'
w~s·g~tting violent. Questionins the
foolishness. "But to-make sure, we recorded· trumpet "CHARGE;" .
·abilities of the. home ·team is like
shail aSk him to ..recite the ten com.: Brenna man turned to me and resum;.
slurring motherhood, apple pie.and
mandments • of Cincinnati Reds ed · . his · speech, · "Ladies and · ·.
the" girl next. door.
.· . . . :
·
baseball.'' He turned to me as did Gentiemen, the governor of the
120,oo0 eyes. I didn't know what he· Great State of Ohio, James
As my roomie orated on ,the virtues ofTom Hume, Hari'y,Spiliman,
was talking boui. "You see fa'ns, he Rhodes, will throw out _the first ban_·.
Dale Murray and Larry Star, I
doesri't know.~ The crowd cheered .at our human sacrifice; Theil, the
· .
.
and rose in solerim unison as the ten first citizen of Norwood, Evil
drifted offto. sleep.
commandmentS flashed across the · Knievel, will beat . our human
lwaadreaming about my team· the- Cleveland Indians .. The. poor fielders boot slow groundersand the we have sinned and we were punish,.· computerized·. scoreboard:
sacrifice to. death with a- baseball
tribe; dwellers of the ceDars for-so outfielders . miss cut-off men. A· ed. Vida Blue would be a Red today
·bat." ·
·
.
·
long people think Cleveland baseball · drunken nuin walked by, I think he' if we had not transgressed. We must
1. Baseball was created ex~
Rhodes threw the ball; he hadn't:
is a haven formanic depressants. Oh, was the owner, and spilled .beer all make amends,- so we offer the gods
elusively for· 'the Cincinflllti
forgotten his Kent. State .wind-up;
Reds. I shall never think
the pitch had something on it; .·
· b_ut what a dream this was, for the over me ... I awoke soaking ill my this boy as a symbolof our atone· season started and we were ptayini .owri sweat.
·
ment." The crowd roared again.
otherwise.
.
Knievel walked slowly ·to my bed.
2.- Bob Howsam sitsaitheright
The crowd was Reds hot and looking
"Wait a. minute," I protested while
500-balt Things looked well as the
.
for my blood; they were screaming
first month of the· season caine' to a . I rubbed thC sleep out of my eyes.. · trying to rise; ''llike baseball butl , hand of God; .
. J. George Foster is good lookwildly,and so wat~ L;
· ·
close·_:. we were only 23 garites out··· Whai.they,facused in onwasbeyo~d am nQt the human sacrifice type.'' I
offirst.place~ _·
.·
:' ..-,
belief.Twas in Riverfront Stadium, didli'tmove ve..Y far; Russ Nixon·
ing.
·
· ·
lawoke screaming. I realized it
·The:glory of my dream pve way... 56,000 stan~iria · room only people and Ted Kluszewski strapped· their
4. The Tony Perez deal was a
was only a nightmare and somthing
good one.
·· . .
.
. like that could nevei: .happen, not
to nightmare as tho~t:muggy days of · were ,chCenng; MyM.d was a large· · tree trunk arms around my small ·
June arid July rolled by, Flowering •. version ohecond base; There ·was a frame.
5. Sparky Anderson ~ ._~gsey . even in Cincinnati. But I still 'can't .
Brerinaman, acting as high,priest, .- · .. Stengel reincarnate.-- . . . .
figure out why there was a baseball
· hopes for; a pennant wilted iti the hot voi~ talki_q()ver the public address
summer _sun. Re~ding the b()X ~~,~s sys~e~, "Go~xh.fternoon ladies a-nd serino~ized once more, "We all
6. People with facio/ hair can't
in my bed.
·
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With.. Wbeilasli:ed what. she ·would undergraduates _in' sCience now than a liberal arts background, she noted ... and . needed some exerCise. She
._ . . . Nnle1811Wrieer .· _ .
to
changed at Xavier, if there. were when' I was an is a ·good idea since it broadens works ·hard, sometimes staying in
. . . perspectives and jives the student a her office until eight o'clock -even •.
One ;of:the new faculty members anythinj; she replied that it wasa bit . undergrad," she said; .
at )Cavi(lr · this · semester is Dr. early to tell yet. She . did note,
· Chambers, who does not have a . wide· background. ~ange of midnight, when there _is an exam to·
pr~are.. Hence, she sollletimes lacks
Carolyn >Chambers. She ·. teaches ·however,: that_ it would.- be nice if .. background. in Jesuit institutions, . knowledge to work with.· .
E~bry~lo~ a~dGenerar~oology.
allowances could be made for more haS not. noted any strong J.esuit
Chambers, 28, has taken up the time required for preparing
Chambers. ·attended. Stanford · electives in' the pre-med program,· influence at Xavier yet, exceptfor raquetball as a hobby since coming · meals. This has led her to observe.
UniversitY: as
undergraduate, currently composed largely · of the requiremen~s in the curricul.um to Ohio..Coming from California as that Cincinnati has several good
re~iv,i~l. a _Maste~ _ill .. Develop- requirements. Courses such as Cell which .. ·ensure' ·a: ..'lib'e.ral . artS· she does, she said, she'is not used to restaurants,, with, .·which she · ha~
~eniai_:Biology: She received her Biology might be offered as electives background for.
. student. Such . justsi_tting around in the wintertime · become acquainted.
doctorate ·from-: the University of to pre-meds and science -majors;
California, Davis, doing her however, she· added that such a
dissertation on "Differentiation of move might be difficult, as the
Intestinal Epithelial Cells in· the teachers are already carrying heavy
·
_
Developing Chick Embryo.·~ She loads.
explained that this means "how
She did say she feels that the
· iotestinal cells become intestinal science department ·could use some·
· c~lls frort;~ embryonic cells which expanding; larger facilities, more
were not intestinal cells."
teachers, . and · some equipment
E!llbryology is the study of usefulin analysis and experiments. •
developing organisms starting with Such equipment, like facilities an~
fertilization ..Chambers does most of teachers,· are expensive _items, she
her work with chick and amphibian noted.
·
·
em-Jryoes, and hopes .to be able to ·
Chambers is one Of two female
conduct experiments in this field at Biology teachers, theother is Linda
Xavier;
Finke. When asked about this
"I am favorably impressed with· ' scarcity of womcm:in biology, she
Xavier students . compared to replied thatthere are more women in
students which I taught in biology than other sciences and
California," she said. .They are added that she thought'there would
.
.
.
.
lt.H photo
Conwar
·"attentive and hard working." The be more women in alJ:the sciences
faculty. :·atso impresses her as soon, as atceptance for women . Dr. Cll~olyn Chlm.,_ra, new faculty member In the Biology depat1ment, ~monetr1te1 to atudentl how to me11ure
·
·
·
.friendly, 'nice. and easy to get along increases._ "There are more female blood preaeure. ·
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Montessori method appeals to interests of the child
aids,. s~ch as alphabet blocks, clay . classroom with other children of a did not call it a school, but a time in an attempt· to understand
and sound-making toys, are wide age range, pupils are assured a "Children's .House." Children could how the child thinks .
. . Montessori is a way of teaching 3- available to. the children. The aids broad range of developmental levels go .to '.'the house" to l~arn, feeling . For students Interested in teaching
9 yea.· _old children by focusing in on may be used to distinguish different : from. which. to stimulate and· . that they were going into an environ- as a career within the Montessori
each child's individual needs in order sounds, to read or draw and even to motivate each other.. Also, as the · ment that was pers.onal, not cold and program, the job market is presently ·
children come from a wide mix of.· imper8oitaf iike the word school . wide open, according to Rothschild.
to maximize his or· her· ability to learn to .tie a shoe or to tell time.
social,- racial and economic groups; . often implies: Since then, schools However; there is a . surplus of
learn. This is based on each child's
level of individual development and
Once the initiili presentation has they experience cultural diversity following the Montessori model Montessori teachers· iri Cincinnati
, interests.
.
.
.
been given, the pupils-are then free early in life, which may help them .have been established the world . because of _Xavier's program: .
. According to Montessori method, for the rest. of the morning, about . later in adapting to an ever changing .over.
, But then, not-all students stu~y
·
· ·
if a child is preseri~d with something· . two and ··one-half hours, to- do:· world. ·
.
·
.
Aside
from
.
m'inistering
to
.the
Montessori
with· the intention of
he's interested in, then he will be . anything they want, so longas they
The Montessori philosophy was · needs of the children, Montessori teaching. Many do so because they more willing and able to learn. Thus, show respect for the other pupils. In ·
first, developed in 1898 by Maria schools have traditionally been used believe that the philosophy behind it,
· iil Montessori, the teacher must con- ~~~~:~t~~!i~~~~~~~~~!~:n~~J!:~: MontesSori, the.first woman doctor :as training centers for tea-chers if p~ct~ced, will help them to
stantly obserVe each pupil to study
.
his interests at any give~ period of by selecting the work he is interested in Italy.· Her initial success came studying Montessori. In 1965; Hilda become· better parents. Or, some
- f0 ·
in and by deciding whether to work when a· group of mentally deficient ·F. Rothschild, MS; a former student simply adapt Montessori related
development, recognizing,
~ ~~- with other children oralone.-This is children she had been working with of Mrs. Montessori, initiated the ideas into· other areas .of study such
stance,'_that at age three, a child IS the exact .opposite of the loc;:k~steo performed as well as other children · world's first degree program in as Education, Psychology, working
more sensorially motivated, whereas method, where the. teacher has on an examination. This led her to Montessori here at Xavier.
with ·handicapped children or scicial ·
a five-year old rieeds more to know, . everyone.pa
.. int or do spelling, all at declare that the problem of defective
Xavier
presently
offers
un~ w~rk.
·"Why?"
.
.
.
·
children was more educational than .dergraduateand Graduate programs
·Here. ai .·Xavier. Rothschild is
.
.
A day for a child in a Montessori· the same time.·
ln~Monte5sori, it is the presenta- medical. From there she more fully in both the pre-primary (3~ year preseiuly a professor of Mont~ssori.
school begins with a shortpresenta-.
tion by the teacher. usually dealing . tion of a .wide range of materials. developed her philosophy, based on olds) and elementary (6-9 year olds) and supervisor of Montessori Inwith one offour subject areas: math, from the simple to the complex, observation, and expanded i-t to deal ·levels of education. As a part of this terns. PatHciaTaepker. RN'Med., is •
language, daily living and sensorial from the semiorial to the abstract, with children at all levels of develop~ program, graduate students go into the Director ·of the Lab .School.
· the classrooms four days a week and . Martha McDermott, BS Med.~ iJ an
awareness. EacJJ subject· area has a that enables the child to select ·work ment.
When Mrs. Montessori began her teach the children. D.uririg this time. assistant professor of Montessori
.corresponding · workshop. in the fitting to. his or her developme11tal
classroom where countless study needs. Arid, by being grouped in a school for 3~ year olds in 1907. she-- tlieffocus on one .or two pup~l_s at a and teaches the Elementary clasi. ·
By ROB HELVATY
_N-alt.H ~rlllr
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S.G.F.B. from page 1 - - - - of a new $2200 I. D. machine to
replace "What's left of the old one."
The remaining $2800 was used to
help finance the greatly expanded
film schedule this year and to. cover
miscellaneous costs.
Galovic's $1000 estimation is the
expected figure remaining when the
costs of Greek Week, Senior Week,
senior prom subsidy, last dance and
various office supplies are deducted
from the $6900 working budget.

Carter from page
"You have a responsibility. as do
I; your position in society is one of
great privilege; you have an
advantage. and a certain flexibility
of thought, and analysis. and
perspective. and a lack of heavy
responsibility ·on your shoulders
that constrains your independence
of thought, also mobility.
That won't always be the case. In a
few years you'll be employed at a
major corporation, or your own
business. or be teaching school, or
be working in a bank. And when
that

"It's been a successful year" for
S.G., Galovic said; but he regrets
that some activities' chairpersons
seemed lax in scheduling events and
requesting appropri·ate funds.
Major problem areas. according to
Galov.ic, were: the fine arts
committee, which requested no
money, arid provided as little entertainment; and concert committee, which scheduled only two poorly
attended jazz concerts.

a-----surprisingly to you. your freedom of
expression, _and freedom of thought,
and freedom of analy!lis will be
severely restricted, because there
will be an inclination on your part to
conform to what' the local
schoolboard, or the principal of
your school, or to what the president
of a bank thinks. And I really hope
that you won't relinquish your right,
and even your responsibility for
independent analysis. and deep
inquisitivenes, and expressions of
concern when public officials like
nlysclf don't reach the standards you

SugtJtt.'n Spice
"The In Place To Go"
·Is waiting for you after the movie or game

FRANK O'RUEBEN
% lb. all beef frank with sauerkraut and swiss cheese

and our special sauce on dark rye
plus many more exciting dishes

IN A HURRY?
TRY OUR CARRY OUT SERVICE
CALL -242-3521"0pen Till" - 12:00 AM, Friday & Saturday
11:00 PM, Sunday- Thursday
4381 Reading Road
Reading Road at Victory Parkway (Across from Natorp's)

OPEN 7 DAYS A. WEEK
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